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CIMARRON, COLFAX COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY.
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The Miami Boys
Unless Given Support the Ball Team
Will Play Its Last Game Next
Sunday With Maxwell.
BirdsaU-Chandl-er

Nuptials

i

now

batdeftends and what you

in-

tend to do about helping to raise
monthly fund. The Springer team
gets J00.00 each month tor base
ball purposes alone 'and besides
they take up a collection at the
games
Tbe Miami boys raised enough
money for toeir suits in a very
short time.
The Cimarron team plavs the
Maxwell City team here Sunday.
This team has been defeated only
once this year and we should have
a great game tor borne people.
Come and help root for the boys
and we will add another del. at to
their splendid record
If you care to subscribe to the
monthly bate ball list call up the
treasurer, C. G. Waters and ask
bim to put your name to the list
and the amount ydu care to give.
Let's boost Cimarron and not let
our people go awav from Ijome for
things they can enjoy here.
.

Many Valuable
Sheep Poisoned

Potassium Cyanide

:

On Sunday, June 7 so it is re
ported, At the- - home of Mr. and
Mrs. Matt Dormer in the Chase
Canon, occurred the marriage of
lerome Kirdsall, eldesf son of Mr.
and

Mr-

J. I.

Matkiu

TO

THE

18. 1914.

.J!JJ

Cloudburst

Circle Drive

Damage

E. C. Sperry of Raton was in
the Key City, Monday gathering
data for a pamphlet which he will
have published io the near future
illustrating the side trip from Trinidad to Santa Fe via the Cimarron
Canon.
The highway will be carefully
logged in this publication and all
points of interests will be profusely
illustrated to draw the attention of
tourists and pleasure seekers in
making the trip. Mr. Sperrv motored to Taos and thence to Santa
Fe and Las Vegas where he will
collect sufficient data to complete
his diary which will be published
in book form upon bis return.
Tbe pamphlet will give tbe side
trip much publicity.

cloud bursted in the Cimarron-cit- o
and Uracca creek country on
Tuesday evening causing considerable damage to property. Tbe
garden on tbe .Uracca ranch was
completely washed away by Jthe
floods and other losses were re
ported mm the ranch.
The hood is reported to have
been one of the worst ever seen
in this section and it is thought
tbat much other damage was done
to property not yet known. An
inspection or tbe dams and reservoirs showed tbat they were not
damaged, but on Wednesday two
men were stationed in tbat section
to report any possible indication
of immediate danger.

Hand Disposes
Land Holdings
To Chicagoans

v

Irrigation Company

I

Returns With
Young Bride
On Wednesday of last week at
tbe home of tbe bride's parents, in
Roswell, Mr. E. T. Lambert of
this ci'y and Miss Jessie Henning
of Roswell, were united in mar-

Tourists Are

riage.
The ceremony was performed in
the presence of immediate friends
and relatives, including Mrs. Henry Lambert who journeyed to Roswell to attend tbe marriage of her
son. Immediately after tne ceremony the bridal party with tbe
groom's mother, departed for Cimarron where tbey arrived Friday
evening welcomed by hosts of
friends.
While the bride comes to Cimarron as a stranger she will create a
strong friendship in tbe hearts of
Cimarron folk, as it is here where
the Western spirit and loyaltv is
prevalent. Sbe is a refined and ac
complished young lady and is well
deserving of the man of her choice.
Gene Lambert needs no introduction to the people of Cimarron,
as he is one of the young pioneers
here. He is a young man of exemplary character and recognized
by all for his sterling worth.
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert will reside in this city and have tbe best
wishes of their many friends for a
continued married life of happiness
and prosperity.

Motoring The
Circle Drive

To Save Child's Life

Common Carrier

Dr. Chambers, as a last resort
to save the life of tbe infant child
of Mr. and Mrs. Robinson of
will perform an operation
to remove a carpet tack from the
examibronchial tube. An
nation revealed the tack lodged in
one of the air passages under the
fifth rib. The child was rushed to
El Fssc to have tbe tack removed
company must act as a common
by a sptcialist, onlv to find tbat
carrier anb deliver water for a disttbe specialist was not there- ance ot a mile and a half to the
Miller lands.
the Reporter Shetland pony and
Tbe plaintiff howevei must pay cart, having received the greatest
the owners of the canal for carry- number of votes.
ing tbe water fram the point where
Tbe funeral of Mrs. Lynn whs
it enters tho canal to the place he
Friday morning, Sbe was 83
held
wants it delivered onto his lands.
years
old and resided, with her
is
This charge
not to be more than
daughter
a number of years.
Í1.25 per acre, which is the maximum amount charged for delivering
Forrest Crane and Mrs. Lena
waters by the canal company to Onion were named at Las Vegas
other lands.
last week and will make their borne
Raton where tbe groom is engaged in business.

important opinion on the delivering of water from an irrigation
ditch was handed down tv Judge
McClure in the district court at
Roswell, Saturday.
It was in the case al J. M. Miller against the Hagerman Irrigation company. In the opinion ot
the court, tbe Hagerman Irrigati n

Much Improved
In General Health

One of tbe most wanton and
dastardly pieces of work ever beard
of has come to light in Silver City.
County Commissioner E. S. Edwards of Sama Rita bad las fine
sheep poisoned last week by the
scattering of potassium cvanide in
tbe water tanks, the reservoir and
over the range on Mr. Edwards'
sheep and goat ranch. Two parties were arrested charged with tbe
crime but there being no evidence
as to who committed tbe dastardly
deed the crime will likely go unpunished.
Raton Snapshots
Among the sbeep were a number
of Karakules of great value. There
According to the opinion of Atwas enough cyanide scattered over
torney
General Clancy, county
the range to have killed a regiment
New Mexico may take acin
clerks
as tbe poison is exceedingly dead
knowledgement
of deeds hereafter.
ly and it takes but little to effect
Little Miss Thelma Haner won
destruction.

Infant Burned
When Mother
Leaves House

Cany

An

y

-

Deming, June 17. One of the
most appalling and horrible accidents that bas ever occurred in
this section of the country took
place when the three months old
baby of Mr. and Mrs. Bud Middle
katif was burned to death when the
Middlekauf home, four miles north
of Deming, was destroyed by fire
about 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Middlekauf left her baby
lying on tbe bed in her home and
went down the road a short distance to visit a neighbor, sbe look- en back and saw smoke emerging
from the windows of her home.
Rushing back to save her baby she
On
Indians
was met at the door of the house
by a burst of flames and thick
Extensive
black smoke, which overcame her
and sbe was unable to eater the
In The Southwest house which was entirejy destroyed.
Tbe fire is supposed to bave
been
caused by the explosion oí an
puebIndians of nn less than ai
oil
which she had left burnstove,
cultivating
íd
are
the Southwest
los
ing
cook
supper. All that was
to
8000
ranging
from
to
tracts
300
acres of land and the work ot irri- left of the little baby was a few
gation among the red men is forg- charred remains.
ing ahead, according to H. F.

Judge Leib Returns

Bronchial Operation

Tbe U. S. government is using
every possible means to improve
tbr grade of cattle among toe different Indian tribes of tbe south-ves- t
and west. Last week tbe C.
S. Ranch shipped several cars of
yearling bulls of the Hereford type
to the southern part of tbe state to
be distributed among the Indian
tribes, with the view of improving
their beef herds. One car of 36
bulls will be shipped to tbe Sbo- sboni Indian tribe near Lander,
Wyoming.
The government purchased 290
head of yearling Hereford bulls
from the C. S. Ranch at a stipulated price of $90 pen head for im
mediate delivery. This type of
bulls is but an example of the high
grade herds of cattle raised in this
section of the county by practically every cattle manlas. T. Lail had charge of the
shipments to the south, returning
on Saturday.

LT. Lambert

Four autoes loaded with tourists
passed through Cimarron, Wednesday returning to their bornes in Albuquerque over the scenic route
through the Cimarrou Canon and
Taos. The party is touring over
barb-wir- e
fence manufactur- the 400 mile circle drive having
ing interests for a consideration of started from Albuquerque the latabout one million dollars, accord- ter part of tbe week to enjoy this
ing to an authentic report. It is route
The party made good time with
said the new owners will proceed
to develop the lands on an im- their motor cars having muddy
mense scale. It is said that Hand roads to contend with since the
who by this deal practically closes rains of Monday and Tuesday. The
out his interests in San Miguel road in tbe canyon is in good shape
county, accepted some Chicago considering the recent heavy rains
and can be traversed with ease and
real estate as part payment.
safety by motor cars.

Must Act As

--

C. S. Ranch Delivers Stock to Indians
Who Will Improve Their Herds
Fancy Price Received;

A

The valuable lands of J. D.
flan.! at Los Alamos, San Miguel
countv, some 53,000 acres, have
heen sold to a Chicago group ol
capitalists headed by the Snellen-barge- r

Must Resort To

COLFAX"
r

290 Graded Bulls

and Miss

Iva Chandler, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Geo. Chandler. The marriage was witnessed by only a tew
friends of the contracting parties.
Miss Chandler is a Colfax coun-tdaughter and is known by every
man, woman and child in this section for her kindness qf heart and
amiable disposition which have
won for her many staunch Iriepds,,
who hold her in high esteem.
Jerome Birdsall is arising young
man of ability and has numerous
friends. He is employed on the
van Houten ranch where be bas
achieved an enviable reputation
among his
with the lar- iet on the range.
Mr. and Mrs. Hirdsall will make
their home on the ranch as soon as
the house has heen repaired. Their
numerous friends extend to them
congratulations and wish them a
life of marital bliss.
s
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Governnent Buys

Does Much

Mile

NO. 24
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i
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Cimarron Wins From

The ball game Sunday between
the Cimarron and Miami boys resultad in another victory ior the
home club by the tune of 18 to io.
The game was very slow owing to
the rain and mud. The boys were
royally treated at the bands of the
Tbey teport a big
Miami people.
dinner at each of the private homes
'.vhere tbey were assigned.
One of the attractions featured
for the day was the children's day
exercises at the church and proved
to be a treat to the visitors.
Next Sunday the team expects to
play its last game owing to the fact
that it takes money to make the
trips which tbey must make often
Sunday in order to get return
games. It really requires $50 per
month to keep the team going with
balls and traveling expenses and
meals for the visitors while in Cimarron.
The C. T. & L. Co. are paying
towards the
$11.25 per month
amount and whether or not Cimarron keeps the team in the field it

KEYS

i

JUNE

Judge T. D. Leib returned to
Raton from Mineral Springs, Texas, much improved in health. He
broke down white holding court at
Tucumcari and on the advice of hii
physician bas been recuperating
several weeks, Judges E. C. Abbott and Colin Neblett holding
court in his place at Raton and

Irrigation

Taos.
Judge Leib has hosts of friends
in all parts of this judicial district
who will be glad to learn of bis
Robinsou general superintendent
general improvement in health.
of irrigation for tbe Pueblo Indians.
Mr. Robinson said: "The bigMaxwell Mockeries
gest of these irrigation projects in
tbe Southwest is the Zuni, which
Saturday tbe farmers near Max- is
almost completed. It consists
well shipped 300 pounds of cream of a big reservoir
45 miles south of
to tbe Las Vegas creamery. Dai- Gallup and with it we hope to irriry herds 00 tbe Maxwell tract are
gate 8,000 acres. The Indians
increasing at a rapid rate.
now have three or four thousand
A 5, 10 and 35c More bas been acres under cultivation and the reMarshal Duckworth is busy in opened in Maxwell by Mr. and servoir will double the acreage
which can be put under tbe ditch.
rounding up mischievous who are Mrs. Gordon.
Five vears aeo these Zuni Indians
unruly and otherwise doiog considand
Albuquerque
Indiana from
erable damage to property. Sev- .Taos are busy working io tbe beet did not have an acre under cultivaeral arrests have been, made and fields of which there are 500 acres tion by irrigation except some
others will lollow unlets these dep- this being considerable less than patches which were reached by
floodwatera.
(Continued on leat page.)
redations come to an abrupt end.

Boy Shoots Self

With 22 Rifle
In The Abdomen

1

I

I

Monday morning about 7 o'clock
Alberto Rivera, a ia year old boy
who lives near the Catholic church
in Tucumcari, accidentally shot
himself with a aa rifle. Tbe bullet entered tbe body in tbe region
of the stomach. He was taken to
a physician's office for treatment
and at last reports it was not
known bow serious the wound is.

CIMARRON NEWS

ROOSEVELT- - WIU ARD

FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt arrived
In London
from the continent, ac
com pan led by Mrs. Nicholas
and Philip J. Roosevelt, hit

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

DOING.

ACHIEVE
AYINGS.
MENT8. SUFFERING. HOPE
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

cousin.
The reported engagement of Prince
Alexander of Battenherg and Conn
tesa Zta Torby, elder daughter ol
Grand Diike Mirhnal Mtchaclovltch ol
Russia, was denied.
President Boraa appointed Eduardo
Soler, former minister of finance, to
be Dominican minister at Washington
and Luis Oalvan. a newspaper editor,
aa secretary of legation.
The Greek government sent a vigor-ounote to Turkey, demandlag the
cessation of the persecution of the
Greeks in Turkey and the repair o(
damago caused to tueni and their
rests.
Ieon Daudet, a notorious duellist,
was wounded In the forearm in
,
sword duel at Neuilly by Jacques
son of Henry Roujon, the late
secretary of the Academy of Fine
Arta, at Paris.
The new French cabinet, of which
Senator Rlbot was premier, was defeated in the first division taken In
the new chamber of deputlec by a
vote of 806 to 262. The premier Im
mediately resigned. He had held office but one day.
The crux of the Mexican problem
the selection of a man for provisional
preaident acceptable to all factions in
Mexico and foreign government equal
ly was reached Saturday in a confer
ence between the mediators and tbe
American and Mexican delegates.
London amart society la excited ovar
the report that Lady Randolph Churchill is to marry a third time. It l
positively asserted that an old ad
mirer who wanted to marry her be
fore her unfortunate venture with Cap
baa once
tain George Cornwallta-Wea- t
more laid Ma heart and fortune, both
of large size, at her feet.

Brilliant Religious Ceremony Held
Chapel of the British Embassy at
Madrid, Spain.

NflffriDr t'nlon Nw Hervir
In the presence
Madrid, June 13
with the uni
Of a brJUiant throng,
forms of diplomatists and army and

Service.

forming an

attractive

persons

Thirty-fiv-

were Injured

wben a St. Louis and San Francisco
train from Memphis to St. Louis left
thd track near Chsffee. Mo.
Two passengers were killed and
even Injured, some probably fatally,
wncu the eaatbound California limited
of the Santa !' struck the rear end
of a freight train at Bagdad, Calif.
Albert H. Rawltier, head of an
Omaha tent and awning concern, took
poison in the garage of his summer
home at Carter ,ak.- rinh and died before medicai aid could reach him. With the crowning of Miss Thelma
Holllngsworth aa "Queen of Roaaria"
Portland entered Into a week of festivities In honor of the rose which has
made the city famous the world over.
A telegram from Lake Valley. N. M.,

confirms the report that Thomas Murphy, a former sheriff of Sierra county,
was drowned in the flood that destroyed two business blocks of Hllla-boro-,
the county seat.
The strike of 400 miners of the Weat
Virginia and Plttaburg Coal Company
at Colliers, W. Va waa declared off.
following the announcement of leaders
of the minera that they would waive
the demand for recognition of the
union.
Adlai

Stevenaon,
of the United States during the see- ond Cleveland administration, died
at Chicago Saturday night after an
Illness of several months. Hla three'
children were at hia bedside when
death came.
Richard L. Metcalfe, former governor of the Panama canal zone, and
now in charge of the feativltlea connected with the formal opening of the
canal, has tossed his hat Into the ring.
He desires to be the next governor
of Nebraaka.
Five years of ill health, witb the
image of his elder brother falling from
a hotel window In Pueblo before him,
Is thought to have caused the fall of
years
George W. Chapman, thirty-fou- r
njd, formerly of Denver,
from the
fiftn story of the Grand Windsor hotel
In New York city. Chapman has little chance for recovery says
K.

a.

WASHINGTON.

Several proposed increases in freight
by the Interrates were auapended
state Commerce Commission pending
Investigation.
Upon the recommendation of Secretary McAdoo, President Wllaon removed K R. Stackable, collector ot
customs at Honolulu "for the good of
the service."
Command of the great Atlantic fleet,
the goal of every naval o'ficer's ambition, is to be the reward of Rear Admiral Frank E. Fletcher for his work
In Mexican watera.

Representative William G. Sharp ot
Elyrla, Ohio, was nominated by President Wilson to be ambassador to
France, succeeding Myron T. Herrlck.
Mr. Sharp Is a Democrat.
Seventeen American engineers, going to make a survey of the Hual
river reclamación project, by which it
is hoped to rid China of floods and
limine, sailed from Vancouver.
Desultory fighting continues on the
north coast of the Dominican republic
between the rube s and President
Bordas' federal forces. Captain Russell or the battleship South Carolina,
reporting conditions to the Navy Department, said there were no appreciable results.
Attorneys for Harry K. Thaw appealed to the Supreme Court for perto remove their client to
mission
Pennsylvania If their application for
his releaae on ball la not granted. The
court began the consideration of the
latest request, together with the original petition for releaae on ball.
Practically every Mauonlc Jurisdiction in the United States was represented in a delegation of more than
700 members of the Mystic Order of
Veiled Prophets received by President
Wilson at the White House. The Ma
eons were returning to their homes
from a convention in Richmond, Va.
One-thirof the beet sugar refined
In the United States last year came
from beets grown In Colorado, according to the official report ol the Defcmough waa
partment of Agriculture.
produced to supply 6.500,000 people or
six states with populations as great as
d

Colorado.
The bill for repeal of exemption
from Panama canal tolla of American
shipping waa passed by the House,
to 71. The House had voted to
accept the Senates glmmona-Norrl- s

lit

amendment.

1

KOW
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Karmlng-'tln-

ARE NEAR BREAK
WASHINGTON
ADMIT
OFFICIALS
CRISIS AND SAY FACTIONS
MU8T COME. TO TERMS.

g

Stnto. Teachers'
HM1M

SOGGESSOR TO HOERTA

Sliver City's streets are to be pavod.
Levy, Optimo and Wagon- - Mound
have voted to be "dry."
Klla B. Taylor has been appointed
postmistress at Aztec.
Orlzzly bears killed forty bucks for
Hon. Malaqulas Martinez, of Tros, re-

NAMES SUGGESTED NOT SATISFACTORY; MEXICANS MAY
OFFER GEN. GONZALES.

cently.
It Is expected that the Santa Fé
will erect a new depot at 811ver City
in the near future.
The concrete work on the gap about
Vegas haa
seven miles south of
been completed.
james Barrel, a merchant of Gallup
was adjudged a bankrupt In the U. S.
District Court at 8anta Fé.
A total of 28,800 cans of tomatoes
have been shipped from Lakewood to
El Paso for use by the U. 8. army.
A force of men and teams put the
Rock Island division of the new automobile road in good condition.
The Presbyterian" of Clovls have
plans made for the erection of a $4,- 000 church, to be ready for use about

Kou-Jon-

A day of turmoil followed tb
riots
Incident to the breaking up of the
miners' union parade at Butte, Mont.

DATKH

Western

aavy officers

J

PEOPLE

July

in-t-

WMin N.wsp.p.r Union Jt.ws
WESTERN.

OF INTEREST TO
NEW MEXICO

FORMER PREIOENT'S ON WEDS
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER.

Long-wort-

MEXICO ENVOYS

STATE NEWS

Oct

I.

Governor McDonald has appointed
George H. Corey of New York City
Kermlt Roosevelt.
of deeds for the state of
contrast with the elaborate gowns and coramiasioner
New Mexico.
Jewels of the women, Miss Belle Wyatt
Thirteen of New Mexico's twenty- Willard. daughter of Joseph B. Will- ard, the American ambassador to six counties have reported their 1913
Spain, wsi united In marriage to Ker- taxea, collected In May to the travelmlt Roosevelt by a religious ceremony ing auditor, showing a total of $451,- at the chapel of the British embassy. 056.84.
A whole carload of cream separa- SPORT.
The maid of honor was Miss Eliza
beth Willard. sister of the bride, and tora have arrived at Clovls. There
ManillUK of WrXrtn l.raRtlr t'luha.
bridesmaids were the Princess of really must be something In all that
Won. Lost. Pet the
Clubs
In
.101 Thorn and Taxis, Miss Katharine talk about the cow and the silo
SI
20
Denver
x City
.(04
21
32
county.
Curry
Joseph
2
22
HI.
.66
26
paa Moines
27
.61
Hon. H. B. Fergusson haa
2
28
.612
duced Senator Catron's amended bill
25
21
.441
Wichita
21
21
.420
creating a national park of the land of
2
M
.321
Topeka
which the cliff dwellings are a part
near Santa Fé.
Ten thouaand peraons aaw David
People living along the border in
Craig win the International derby at
New Mexico and Arizona have petiMontreal
tioned General John J. Pershing for
Sam McVey of California, heavy
more troops to patrol the line oppoweight champion of Australia, knocked
site Chihuahua.
out Arthur Pelky, heavyweight of
The bonds for the $25,000 issue for
Chlcopee Falls. Mass., in the fourth
the city hall building at Raton were
round of a fight at Melbourne, Aus
aold to a Denver firm at par, accrued
tralia.
interest to the time of delivery of
At Meadowbrook Polo Club, West
bonds and $60 bonus.
bury, L I., demoralized by the speed
Up to date the fly swatting and fly
and team work of the English chai
trapping campaign in Artesla has re
lengers the American team went down
to defeat in the first game of the
sulted in' the death of three Rallona of
were
flies.
William and Loy Bush
match for the International polo cup
by a score of 8tt to S.
awarded first prize of $2.
Miss Mary Browne of California. In
The Direct Line Coal Company filed
dividual national lawn tennis limn
Incorporation papers with the State
plon, successfully defended her title
Corporation Commission.
The comon the courts or the rniiaaeipnta
pany is capitalized at $100,000 divided
Cricket club, defeating Miss Marie
2SBBBBBBV
into 100.000 aharea at $1.
Wagner of New York, the national In
In order to make it aa romantic as
door champion, In the challenge round
possible for tourists visiting the extwo sets to one.
positions in California, Santa Fé is ex
Celesta, bay mare, four years oid
pected to revive the old Bl Fonda or
,
won the Openby Sempronious-ReziaExchange hotel by restoration.
ing Handicap at Overland In Denver
The convocation of the Episcopal
from as good a field of horses as ever
church for the district of New Mexico
faced the barrier In the foothills of
including part of Texaa west of the
the Rocky Mountains. Behind Celesta
Pecos river closed at Albuquerque
lsM
was the good horse Orlln Krlpp. who
w arBBraaBBBBBBBf
to meet at l.as Cruces upon call.
had all the bad luck of the race, then
""vsTasBBBsi
P. H. Mc Aughan
of Chloride has
followed Truly, who had the support
had to have expert medical attention
of many of the wiser heads at the
and Is suffering severely with blood
track.
Belle Willard Roosevelt.
poisoning in the arm and hand aa the
Page. Mile. Gllone
Leveneur de result of being scratched by a hen.
GENERAL.
Tlllleres ami Miss Vivian Christian.
Over 11,000 acres of timber land In
The bride was dressed In Ivory
With more than 650 persons on
the Zuni mountains, McKinley. and
and
court
a
with
train
tulle
and
satin
board, the liner New York, a gaping wore orange blossoms arranged with Valencia counties, were transferred
hole torn In her side, where the Ham old lace and a long veil of tulle and to private parties by the state Land
burg American liner Pretoria struck lace.
Board at a consideration of $34,470.5$
her In a fog off Nantucket, docked In
s
There are 200 men on the
waa
In
dressed
maid
honor
The
of
New York.
Phelps-DodgTy
Company
of
at
the
Mrs. Danske Bedtnger Dandrtdge, white aatln and the bridesmaid la rone, and when the work of construct
of
All
with
tunica.
them
tulle
white
Shepwife of Adam 8. Dandrtdge of
ing the 1,000 ton mill starts, which will
wore lace touched with yellow and had
perdstown. W. Va., committed sulcld
be soon, the force will be greatly en
by shooting herself. She was a dangh yellow ribbons tied under th chin. largad.
,
tor of Henry Bedlnger, American mln They carried bouquets of yellow orgoat
Wedgwood,
one
of
Tom
the
to
President
Denmark under
later
chids.
kings of Sierra county, who has
Buchanan.
The wedding breakfast was serrad ranches on the Trujtlto and Tierra
Mount lessen, at the foot ot the at the American embassy, which was
creeka, left with about fifteen
Cascade range In California, in two followed by a great reception, but Blanca
heud of goats for various
hundred
during
amoke,
eruptions of fire and
made it impossible for the, points in the state of Iowa.
the
rain
which two new craters were opened gueata to remain in the garden of the
T. M. Hawkina. a prominent horae
became the newest active volcano embassy which
had been decorated for and mule raiser, was found dead about
The mountain has been emitting steam the occasion.
three miles southwest ot his ranch
and vapor for some time. Lance
The bride and bridegroom plan to fourteen mtlea northwest of
Graham, a lumberman from Viola
Shasta county, ventured too near the pass their honeymoon In the south of Cruces. It is thought he was struck
by lightning during the storm.
cloud of smoke as It shot 2,00 feet In Spain.
New York. The romance which culto the air, and a Jagged rock sawed
The National Gold and Silver Mío
him nearly In two He waa taken to minated in the civil marriage of Ker- bag Company own ten claims near
Viola, where he died
mlt Roosevelt and Belle Wyatt Wil- Steins. One of the mines has a vein
Charging that one element of the lard started with a visit ot Miss Wil- Of high class ore assaying $100 to $2
Progressive party leaders, headed by lard to Oyster Bay as the guest of 000 per ton. Twenty cars recently
Geo Perkins, chairman ot the Nation Miss Ethel Roosevelt
(now Mrs. shipped ran from $50 to $200 per ton
al Progressive executive committee
Miss Blanche Allen of Farraington
of
who
Derby),
sister
Kermlt.
Richard
antagonistic to the Interests of organ had met Miss Willard at Hot Springs, Is laid up with a double fracture of
Ized labor, Amos Plnchot, New York Va. The feeling between the two had the lea below the knee as the result
party leader, made public a letter to been little suspected before the en- of an attack by a tricky bronco i
Perkins demanding that he resign gagement was announced last Janu- she was attempting to unsaddle in the
from any control of the party for the ary.
Batnmons corral after taking a ride.
"party's good
Miss Wlllard's Father. Joseph B.
With the one exception of May, 18S7
Dr. B. A. Wheeler, Clrus Rice. Dan WUlard, United States Ambassador to
month of May Just past was the
the
Kruger,
cltl
and
Falvey
Herman
lei
Spain, Is one of a family which origi- wettest on record In New Mexico, acre
as
are
dead
Goldfieid,
Ner
sens of
nally came from Vermont. Miss Belle
summary issult of an automobile accident on the Wyatt Is the eldest of two daughters. cording to the monthly
by Section Director Charles K
Dr.
sued
road from Tonopah to Ooldfleld.
school
Mary
Is
a
Elizabeth still
Miss
Llnney of the U. 8. Weather Burear
Wheeler, owner and driver of the oar glri.
instantly.
Rica
at Santa Fé,
were
Falvey.
killed
and
years
two
her
debut
made
bride
The
and Kruger died later at the hospital ago In Richmond, Va., where she waa
Sleeping peacefully by the side of
in Goldfieid
the road leading to the New Mexico
of the most admired of the youngone
Madame Ernestine Schumann Helnk er set. She Is bright in conversation, Cottage Sanatorium a red haired, blua
noted opera singer, won her suit tor charming In manner and pretty.
eyed baby probably only a few hours
divorce from William Rapp, Jr. Judge
present to the bride waa old. was found by the colored servant
King's
The
mo
Sulllva of Chicago sustained
at
of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson
i a rare old fan, while the lata u tea gave
"
Sliver City.
of brilliant.
Pondsnl
J directed the Jury
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Washington, June 16. Officials ot
the Washington government had no
hesitancy In admitting there waa a
crisis In the Mexican mediation conference at Niagara Falls over the selection of men to represent the proposed provisional government to (succeed the Huerta regime.
While admitting the crisis, administration officials seemed confident that conditions
presented would be met and that hope
for peace In Mexico waa by no means
abandoned. Word came from Niagara
Falls thst the Soutn American mediators had replied to the recent note
from General Carranza, chief of the
stating
constitutionalists,
Mexican
that his offer to send delegates to the
peace conference would be accepted
only on the condition that be agree to
cease hostilities against the Huerta
government.
That Carranza would not consent to
such a condition has been repeatedly
asserted by him. This development,
therefore, caused no chango in the
diplomatic situation in so far as the
United States waa concerned.
It was stated in official quarters
that the United States had been proceeding in its dealings with the mediators at Niagara Falls on the bssis
that there could be no solution of the
Mexican problem unless the warring
factions there could he brought to
terms.
Developments In the Mexican Inter
nal conflict during the last few
months, It was pointed out, made it
apparent that the Huerta government
could not survive, Irrespective of medl
atlon, and that there could be no pro
visional government worthy ot the
name which did not recognize the rev
olutionists.
With this position as a basis, it has
been revealed the Washington govern
ment suggested through its represent
atives at Niagara Falla, the names of
several men for provisional President
of Mexico wtfo would be acceptable to
the revolutionary forcea of the repub
lie.
Among these was Pedro Lascuratn,
who was a member of the Madero
Cabinet. The representatives of Gen-

eral Huerta at the peace conference
have not accepted thus far any of
these men and have proposed In turn
men who have not been identified
with the constitutionalist movement
These names have not been accept
able to the United States so far
can be learned in Washington.
While this situation would seem to
nreclbltate a deadlock, it was re
ported here that the Huerta delegates
were prepared to suggest the name of
a man as a compromise candidate for
the provisional presidency and that.
It any event, they would not take the
initiative In breaking off peace nego
tiations.
According to this report, the man
whom the Mexican delegates have In
reserve to suggest is Gen. Fernando
Gonzales, who has not been identified
with tha Huerta regime. He was
prominent during the administration
of former President Diaz but has not
since been active In Mexican poli
tics.
Obregon Near Guadalajara.
Douglas, Arts. General Alfaro Ob- regon's forces are now within forty
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WILLING TO GIVE AWAY PAPA
Logician Met Appeal to His
Generosity With a Crushing

Youthful

Answer.

mother was urging her little son
to be generóos, specifically in the case
of a small comrade not well endowed
with worldly goods.
T wish you'd give your little wagon
to Melville," she suggested. "He has
so few toys snd you have sc many."
T dont want to, mamma. I like
wny aoesn i nis
my tittle wagon,
paisa bay toys for him?"
"He has op papa, dear. That is
the reason why I want yon to be so
particularly nice to him. It would be
no virtue in yon to give him what
yon don't want anyway. We should
always be careful to share what we
really prise. Now, as I say, Melville
"
m no papa and
"Well, why

dont

yon give him papa.

then r" was the youthful logician's
reply.

Important to Mtvmora
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORJA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature i
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Patriotic idea.
"John, why are you not eaUng your
breakfast? What are you looking so
queerly at those biscuits for?"
"I was wondering, Maria If it would
not be a patriotic thing to offer them
to the government for Its stock ot
ammunition."
Rsd Croas Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther thin liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

kilometers ot Guadalajara and also
When a fortune teller attempts to
hold all the rest of the state ot Jalisco
his own probabilities he genforecast
by
telegram
received
according to a
erally
loses
his skill.
representaFrancisco E. Ellas, border
tive of the constitutionalists from

Face
Pomade

Obregon.
New French Cabinet Formed.
Paris Rene Vlvianl, newly appointed premier, succeeded in forming
a new cabinet, witn ine rouowing
members: Minister of foreign at
fairs, Vlviani; interior, Malvy, navy
Gauthler; war, Measlml; Justice, Bien
The
venu martin; finance, Noulens.
now ministry succeeds the cabinet,
formed by Felix Rlbot, and which re
signed after less than a day. because
ot defeat on a vote of confidence In
the Chamber.

President Signs Toll Repeal Bill
Wilson
President
Washington.
signed the Panama toll exemption bill
as amended In the Senate and agissd
to by the House.

--

The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
Ideal when motoring pro

tects and beautifies the comdoes not blow off
pure and harmless.
plexion

At all dealers or by mail joo.

Zona Co., Wichita, Kansas.
Of All the Beaks Tea Ever Reed ia Tsar Ufe
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America, tmtputi mb n oras. Altente wanted.
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DEFIANCE STARCH

Is constantly growing in favor because it
Jury Declares Eldora Miner Murdered
Boulder. That Q. N Smith of El Does Not Stick to the Iron
dora was "murdered" In the Caledo and it will not injure the finest fabric. Por
nian tunnel and his body later dragged laundry purpoeee it ass ae esaaL 16 ea.
to a point twenty feet from the en Bwasgeiec.
more ataren tor asaei
trance of the tunnel and there blown DW1ANCB STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska
to pieces with a charge of dynamite.
was established by a Jury at the cor
HAIR BALSAM
oner's Inquest held in that city. No
a tones areparestoa of
arrests have been made. Evidence
lisias tesratfioato dea
rarwsatsssest
Introduced Indicating that Smith had
rseuraver
aadlleiesl
been struck on the head with soma
heavy instrument at a point forty nine
114.
feet from the breast of tha tun oat
where he was working.
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Dodo,

8YNOPSI8.
Mm, Vnrny. trlf
of a Confedere
lanera!, has lost one son and Another la
dying from wound. Bha reluctantly gives
consent (or Wilfred, the younneat, to
Mn the army If hie fMhr cptmerits The
federals are making; their last assault In
an effort to capture Richmond. Edith
Varnev secures from President Davla a

'it

She declares he must not so and tells
him of the commission from the president.
He Is ttranirely agitated and dedecides
clares he cannot accept. Thorne room
to
to escape while Edith leaves the
get the commission, but Is prevented Dy
s
the arrival of Caroline Mltford, Wilfred
iweetheart. Ms Arrelsford of the Con-

Mio and Comhanv

"But that dispatch Is to young Varney, a mere boy, the general's son."
urged the lieutenant
"I didn't know he had gone to the
front 80 much the worse. It's one
of tho ugliest affairs we have ever
bad. I had them put me on It and I
nave got it pretty close. We have
had some checks, but we will end It
right here in this office Inside Of
thirty minutes."
There waa a alight tap on the door
at this Juncture. Arrelsford turned
to the door, opened it, and found himself face to face with a soldier, who
saluted and stood at attention.
"Wei!, what Is ltT"
"The lady's here, air," said the soldier.
"Where Is she?" asked Arrelsford.
"Waiting down below at the front
entrance."
"Did she come alone?"
"Yes, sir."
"Show her up here at once. I sup
pose you have a revolver here," continued the secret service man. turning to Lieutenant Foray, who had
listened with much interest.
"Certainly," answered Foray, "we
are always armed In the telegraph of-

suitor
federate secret service, a rejectedVarney
of Edith's, detect Jonas, Mrs.
a prisoner
butler, carrying a note from suspects
It
Arrelsford
In l.lhhv prison.
The note reads:
Is Intended for Thorne
Tele1.
Use
tonight.
Plan
"Attack
graph." Arrelsford declares Thorne Is
Lewi
Dumont of the Federal secret
service, and that his brother Henry Isbe- a
prisoner In Llbhy. Edith refuses beto conlieve and suggests that Thome
fronted with the prisoner as a test. An
for
order comes from General Varneyonce.
Wilfred to report to the front atpart In
Edith Is forced to carry out herIs
thrust
the test of Thorne. The prisoner
alone with Thorne
Into
the room
recognises him as his elder brother. Henry Dumont. They put up a fake flirht
and Henry accidentally kills himself.
Caroline goes to the war department telegraph office to send a message to Wilfred.
Arrelsford suspects a double meaning and fice."
refuses to let It go through. He and
From a drawer In the table he drew
Bdtth secrete themselves to watch Thorn),
forth a revolver which he laid' on the
who
arrival Arrelsford expects
top of the table.
CHAPTER XII.
"Good," said Arrelsford, "while I
want to handle this thing myself, I
Thorne Takes Charge of the
may call you. Be ready, that's all."
Office.
"Very well."
Arrelsford stared after the departs
"Obey any orders you may get, and
lng figures with a mixture of amuse- send, out all dispatches unless I stop.
ment, contempt and annoyance In his you.
(lance. 80 soon as the door had
"Yes, sir."
closed behind them he turned to Lieu"And If you don't mind, I don't care
tenant Foray, who was regarding him to have all these messenger boys com
aversion.
with
lot; back here. I will order them te
"Let me have that dispatch," he stop In the hall. If you have
any
began in his usual peremptory man- messages for them you can take them
ner.
out there. I don't want to have too
"You said you had an order, sir," many people In the room."
stubbornly.
returned Foray
"Very good, sir. Will you give the
"Yes. yes," replied the secret serv- order to your orderly when he brings
agent Impatiently, throwing an up the young lady?"
io
order on the table, "there It Is, don't
"Yes."
waste time."
Arrelsford stepped to the door, and
But Lieutenant Foray was not sat- Foray busied himself with the clickisfied, principally because he Old not ing Instruments.
After a few
wish to be. He scrutinised the order
conversation with the orderly,
carefully, and with great distaste at who had Just returned,
Arrelsford
Its contents. It was quite evident UBhered Edith Varney Into the room.
posthat If he could have found a
With not even a glance at the operasible pretext tor refusing obedience tor in her intense preoccupation, the
be would gladly have done so. His girl spoke directly to Arrelsford.
sympathies were entirely with Miss
"I I've accepted your Invitation,
Mltford.
you see."
"I suppose you are Mr. Benton Ar"I am greatly obliged to you, Mlaa
relsford, all right T" he began delib- Varney," returned Arrelsford with
paper.
fingering
erately,
the
deferential courtesy. "As a matter of
"Certainly I in," returned Arrels- Justice to me It was "
ford haughtily.
"I didn't come to oblige you." an"We have to be very careful now- - swered Edith haughtily.
She had never liked Mr. Arrelsford.
His addresses had been most unpleasant and unwelcome to her, and now
6he not only hated him but she loath
ed him.
"I came here." ahe continued, as
Arrelsford attempted to speak, "to
see that no more " her voice broke
for a moment, "murderB are commit
ted here to satisfy your singular cu
Telo-grap-

h

mln-ute-

rioslty."
Murders!"

exclaimed

a'

Arrelsford.

flushing deeply.
The girl nodded.
"The Union soldier who escaped
from prison " she began.
"la the man dead?" Interrupted Ar-

l've Accepted

Your

Invitation, You

See."
adays," eootlnued Foray shortly. "But
I reckon It's all right.
Here's the
telegram."
"Did the girl aeetn nervous or excited when she handed this in?"
asked the other, taking the message.
"Do you mean Miss Mltford'" asked
foray reprovingly.
"Certainly, who else?"
"Yes. ahe did."
"She was anxious not to have It
seen by anybody?"
I should say so.
She
"Anxious?
didn't vea want me to aeo it"
"Umphl" Mid Arrelsford. "I don't
mind telling you, Mr. Foray, that we
are on the truck of a serious affair
and 1 believe she's mixed up in It"
BOUND

TO LOVE

EACH

OTHER

Probably Third Woman Waa Right,
but the Other Two Must Have
Felt Somewhat Uncomfortable.
There was a great crowd at the picture exhibition, and empty aeata were
at a premium, when two pretty women
spied and asede for a place at the
moment. They reached the
prise together, both pretending Ignorance of the other, and, flopping
themaeivas down, succeeded In squeea-M'lf-sam-

relsford.
"The man ta dead."
"It Is a curious thing, Miss Varney," 'continued the other with cut
ting emphasis, "that one Yankee prtsoner more or less should make eo
much difference to you, isn't It? They
are dying down in Libby by the bun
dreds."
"At least they are not being killed
In our houses, in our drawing-rooms- .
before our very eyes?"
She confronted Arrelsford with a
bitterly reproachful glance, before
which his eyes for a moment fell, and
he waa glad Indeed to turn to another
orderly who had Just entered the
room.

"Could you see there? Did you gee
what they were?"
"They looked like orders from the
war department, sir "
"Me Is coming here with forged orders, I suppose "
"I don't doubt It, sir."
"I surmise that his game 1 to get
control of these wires ahd then aend
out dlspatchea to the front that will
take away a battery or a brigade from
some vital point the vital point Indicated by 'Plan 3.' That's where they
mean to attack tonight."
"Looks like It air," agreed the orderly respectfully.
" 'Plan 1.' that's where they will
hit us," mused the secret service
agent "Is there a guard In the building?"
"Not inalde, sir," answered the orderly, "there's a guard in front and
sentries around the barracks over in
the square."
"If I shouted they could bear from
this window, couldn't they?" asked
Arrelsford.
"The guard In front could hear you,
sir. But the time Is getting short He
must be nearly here; yon'd better
look out, sir."
Edltb Varney had heard enough of
the conversation to understand that
Thome was coming.
Of course It
would never do for him to see her
there.
"Where am I to go?" she aeked.
"Outside here on the balcony," said
Arrelsford. "There I" no closet In the
room end It Is the only place. I will
be with you In a moment"
"But If he should come to the win

"Well,

you know how It Is.

They

generally whip arotlnd quite a while
before they make up their minds what
they want to do. I don't suppose they
will trouble yoo much. It's as quiet as
a church down the river. Good night"
"8ee here, Mr. Foray, wait a moment You had better not walk out
and leave no matter," continued

r

dow
We will step In at the other win
dow. Stay, orderly, see If the win
dow of the commissary general's of
fice, the next room to the left Is

open."

They waited while the orderly went
out on the balcony and made his In
spection.
The window of the next room Is
open, sir," he reported.
"That's all t want of you. Report
baek to Corporal Matson. Tell him to
get the body of the prisoner out of
the Varney house. He knows where
It's to go."
"Very well, sir.'
"Mr. Foray," continued Arrelsford,
whoever comes here you are to keep
on with your work and don't give the
slightest sign of my presence to any
one on any account
You understand?"
"Yes, sir," said Foray from the telegraph table in the center of the
room.
He had caught something of the
conversation, but he was too good a
soldier to ask any questions, besides
his business was with the tel graph,
not with Mr. Arrelsford.
"Now, Miss Varney," said the secret service agent, "this way, pleaae."
He opened the middle window. The
girl stepped through, and he was
about to follow when ho caught sight
of a messenger entering the room
Leaving the window, he retraced hla

steps.
"Where did you come from?" he
said abruptly to the young man.
"War department, sir."
"Carrying dlspatchea?"
"Yes, sir."
"You know me, don't you?"
"I've seen you at the office, sir,
and "
"I'm here on department business,"
said Arrelsford "AH you have to do
Is to keep quiet about It. Weren't
you stopped In the hall?"
"Yes, sir. but I had a dispatch from
the president that had to be delivered to Lieutenant Foray."
"Well, It la Juat as well." said Ar
relsford. "Don't mention having seen
me to anybody under auy pretext and
stay here. You might be needed. On
seopnd thoughts. Foray, let ajy mes
aenger come In."
With that Mr. Arrelsford stepped
out onto the balcony through the win
flow, which he closed after him, and
he and fcMith disappeared from view.
"Messenger," said Foray. "step
down the ball and tell the private
there that by Mr. Arrelaford's orders
messengers are allowed to come up
as they report.
The room which had been the scene
of these various colloquies became
silent save for the oontlnuoua clicking of the telegraph keys. Presently
two messengers came back and took
their positions as before.
Hard on their heels entered Captain
He waa In uniform, of
Thorne.
course, and a paper waa tucked In
hla belt. He walked rapidly down the
room, acknowledged the salutea of
the messengers, and stopped before
the table. His quick scrutiny of the
room as he advanced had shown btu
that there waa no one present except
the messengers snd Lieutenant Foray.
Foray glanced up, nodded, finished
taking the dispatch which was on the
wires at the time, wrote It out, put it
In his envelope, and then rose to his
feet and aaluted.
"Captain Thorne," he said.
"Lieutenant Foray," replied Thorne
taking the order from bis belt and
handing It to the operator.
the department?'
"Order from
asked Foray.
"I believe so." answered Thorne

"Have you kept track of him?" he
asked In a low voice.
"He'a coming down the street to
the department now. sir."
"Where has he been since he left
Mrs. Varney's house?"
"He went to his quarters on Carey
street. ' We got In the next room and
watched him through a trapsom."
briefly.
"What waa he doing?"
Lieutenant
"Working on some papers or docu
read It
menta."
Ing breathlessly and miserably la.
There they sat then, eucb scowling
and staring at the rudeness of her respective neighbor, each wriggling and
squirming aa much aa possible In order to crowd that neighbor still
further. Finally the nltuatlou became
acute, and one of the women spoke
with fine sarcasm: "1 beg your par
the whole
don, but do you need
seat?"
came,
"1 beg yours," the answer
"but I novel talk to strangers."
Juat then a third pretty woman

They want me to take a cipher
dispatch over to the president'!
house," he said' as he finished.
"Yes," said Thome, moving to the
vacant place at the table. He pulled
the chair hack a little, tossed his hat
on the other table, and otherwise
made himself at home.
"I are ordered to stny here until
you get hack." he began casually,
shoving the paper aside and stretching his hand toward the key.
"That's an odd thing, captain," began Lieutenant Foray dubiously.
"I
understooi that the president was
meeting with the cabinet
In fact,
Lieutenant Allison went over there
to take some code work a moment
ago.
He must have gone home, I
reckon."
"Looks like It," eald Thome quietly. "If ho Is not at home you had
better wait.
"Yes," said Foray, moving iirnr.
"I suppose I had better wait for him.
You will have to look out for Allison's
wire, though, on the other table. He
waa called over to the department."
"Oh, Allison!" said Thorne carelessly. "Be gone long, do you think?"

Foray

opened It and

passed, stopped and addressed
tbe
two at once: "Why. to think of find
lng you two here together!
And I
have always wanted to Introduce you,
because I Juat know you will Juat love
each other. Mabel, this Is Maud, and
Maud, this Is my dear old Mabel. You
are bound to lovo each other, because
you are eo exactly alike In disposi-

tion!"
Lets There to Capture.
During the civil war there waa an
Irishman of the Thirty sixth indiana.
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HOW WOMEN
AVOID

WATER WALt DEVASNEW MEXICO TOWN.

OPERATIONS

Thomas Murphy, Pioneer Resident and
First Sheriff of Socorro County
Drowned Houses Destroyed.

By Taking Lydia E. Pink.

ham's Vegetable
Compound.

Watrn

Newspaper Union New Service.
Nurt. N. M. A telegram from Lake
Valley. N. M., confirms the report that
Thomas Murphy, a former sheriff o(
Sierra county, was drowned In the

-

" Ms
Cleveland, Ohío
pained me eo for several

expected to have to

undergo an operation, but the first
bottle I took of
Lydia K. Pink ham's

flood that destroyed two business
blocks tif lllllsboro, the county seat
Telephone communication with Hills
boro is still cut off and details of the
T,'1B property loss
flood are meager.
Is largo.
Among the buildings which
wefe destroyed were the postofflca,
drug store and the Kelly ft Miller
big establishMercantile Company's

Vegetable

Com-

pound relieved me of
the pains in my side
and I continued its
use until I became

regular
from

ment

and free

pain.

I had

HIS

RIVAL

asked several doc
The flood was caused by continued tors if there was anything I could
rains, which had swollen the mou'i take to help me and they said there
tain arroyas, and a cloudburst, which was do thing that they knew of. I am
sent a wall of water six feet high roar thankful for such a good medicine and
lng through the town. Most of the will always give it the highest praise. "
Mrs. C. H. Griffith, 7306 Madison
SOP Inhabitants had been warned and
those loving in the lower part of the Ave., Cleveland. Ohio.
town hud sought safety on the hillHanover,
I suffered from feside. All of the adobe houses In the male trouble and the pains were so bad
path of the flood were destroyed.
at times that I could not sit down. The
lllllsboro Is one of the pioneer niln doctor advised a severe operation but
lag camp's of the Southwest, nearby my husband got me Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound and I experienced
mines having produced several millions of dollars in silver during the great relief in a short time. Now I feel
early '80s. The town Is 180 miles north like a new person and can do a hard
of Mke Valley, the nearest stutton on day's work and not mind it What joy
and happiness it is to be well once more.
the Santa Fé railroad.
I am always ready and willing to apeak
a good word for the Compound. " Mr.
June Crop Report.
Ada Wilt, 196 Stock St, Hanover, Pa.
as of Juno 1,
Sonta Fé.
If there are any complications yon
with co.,iparlf :ti8 made by the bureuu do not understand write to I. Hla K.
01 statistics. In
with the IMnkham Medicino Co. (confidential)
Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will he opened,
V. 8. Weather Bureau follow.
read and answered by a woman and
'
V s
N. Max.
held in strict confidence.
bushels.
bushels.

Pa."

WINTER WHEAT
1,000.000
June 1, forecast.
av. 6 yra.,
11)00
- 1913
GSO.00O
HI'RINO WHEAT
700.000
June 1, forecaat.
Klnul. av. r yr
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-

OATS

1913

477.000

6.r0,000.000

SCORED

441,212.000
282.000.000
245.47O.O0U

June. 1, forecast. 1, 00,000 2, 160.000.000
Flnul, av. 5 yrs..
- 1913
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1.415.000 1.131. 175, 00
BARLEY
June 1. forecast. 100,000 206.000,000
Final, av. f yrs.,

"Look Out for Youraelf, Captain."
Thorne, as the operator stopped and
it's none of my busi
turned buck.
ness, still If you want some good advice, that Is a dangerous thing to do."
"What is it. captain T" asked Foray.

left side

yean that I

190

-

1918

15.000

HAY

181. 81.000
N. Mex U.S.
93 KH.J
av. 88 87.4

Condition June 1, 1914
Condition June 1,
ALFALFA
95
98.9
Condition June 1, 1914
av. 90 91.1
Condition June 1.
1'ASTIItK- .... 96 89.8
lit K,r, June 1, 1914
av. 85 90.
Condition June 1.
CAI'.HAdES
91
84.6
Condition June 1. 1914
av. 86 96.5
Condition June 1,
ONU NS
Condition June 1, 1914 ... . (0 St. i
av. 91 89.7
Condition June 1.
APl'LKsV- 87
73.7
Condl'lun June I, 1914
av. 67 66.5
Condition June 1.
I'HAi'HKS
75
61.7
Condition June 1, 1914
av. 54 59.2
Condition June 1.
PBAKH
Cot, .;m. 01 June 1, 1914
81
6S.4
av. 62 65.3
Condition June 1.
WATKRM Kl.( INS
86
Condition June 1. 1914
77.0
av. 83 79.7
Condition June 1,
CANTALOUPES
86
82.1
Condition June 1. 1914
av. 84 80.0
Condition June 1.
NTH AK BEETS
90 95.3
Condition June 1. 1914
av. 88 89.5
Condition June 1.
Printed and distributed by the
Weather Bureau Suntn Ke
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somewhat surprised
"Leave a cigar lying mound an of
fice like that. Somebody might walk
I
In any minute and take It away.
can't watch your cigars all day."
He picked up the cigar, and before
cowld prevent It. lighted It and,
began to smoke. Foray laughed.
"Help yourself, csptaln, and If there
Is any trouble you will find a revolver
on the table."
"I kpo. said Thorne, "but what
makea you think there is going to be
trouble T"
"Oh, well, there might be."
"Been having a bad dream?" asked
the captain nonchalantly.
"No, but you never can tell. All
sorts of thlnga are liable to happen
In an office like this, and "
Man Slays Wife as Visitor Flees.
"That's right," said Thorne, pulling
Ijíh Cruces. Returning home at
away at his cigar, "you never can tell.
:30 o'clock In the morning. W. B. Car
Hut see here. If you never can tell roll, a wealthy
rancliimiu of Ajitliouy
when you are going to have trouble
a man in hie wife's bedroom, ac
you had better take that gun along found
cording
H
to his own statement.
with you. I have one of my own."
his wife, killing her practically
"Well," aald the operator, "If you sbct
ii.Mtuntly.
Carroll
The man escaped.
might aa
have one of your own,
then telephoned the sheriff here. The
well."
He took the revolver up and tucked officer drove to tho Carroll ranch In
his automobile, arrested Carroll and
It In hla belt. "Look out for yourself,
captain. Ooodby. I will be back aa started hack. On the return trip they
soon aa the president gives me that met .1. M. WigginH, former reclama
dispatch. That dlapatch I have Just tion service employé, on the road and
tlnlslsed la for. the commissary gener- the sheriff took him into custody ae
al's office, but tt can wait until the a witness. Wiggins was a boarder at
tbe Carroll rauch.
morning."
"All right, said Thome, and the
Million Pounda of Wool.
next moment the operator turned
Magdalena, N. M- Millions of dol
away while the clicking of the key
are going to be made In sheep
called Thome to the table. It took Ik
him but a few minutes to write the and wool In Socorro county this year.
brief massage which he addressed and The l.uua and Frank Iluliliet! wool
turned to the first messenger, "Quar- clipH amount to more than a million
pounds each and 9U to 95 per cent ot
termaster Oeneral."
"He wasn't In his office a short time the lamba are being saved.
ago, sir," said the messenger.
Frank Hubbell will have some
Very well, find him. He has problambs. The Montosia Sheep Comably gone home and he has to have pany, las. Davis manager, will turn
this message."
out some 3U.O0O or more lambs and
"Very a"ood, sir."
about 922.500 worth of wool. Tbe Ful
The key kept up Its clicking. In a lertons, Jose M. Jaramlllo and Son ol
short time another measage was writ- Burley, Morley and will and a dozen
ten off.
othere will sell from 10.000 to a hall
"Ready here," cried Thorne, looking million pounds of wool, and a large
at the other messenger. "This Is for proportion of lambs. Wool will averthe secretary of the treasury, marked age seven pounds per head with a
private. Take It to his home."
price h round 15 cents.
"He wa down at the cabinet meetago,
sir," said the
ing a little while
Gallup
The wool season this year
second messenger.
Is unusually favoruble.
The quality,
"No difference, take It to his house quantity and price are all better. It
and wait until he comes."
bas been several years sine the wool
ÍTO BE CONTINUED.)
growers have fared so well. The
Navajoes will share In this Increased
Pa Knows Why.
traders who deal
Pa. why Is It that dentists call prosperity and tlM
lambing season thla
their offices dental parlors?" "Because with them. The
year bas also been good, tbe percentthey are drawing rooms, my son."
age of loas belnr very small.
Stat Wins Damage Case Appeal.
who, while on tbe skirmish line at
Santa Fé. The Supreme Court of
Dallas, saw a good chance to capture the state reversed the finding of the
a confederate. He availed himself of District Court at i.hk Vegas whereby
the opportunity, captured hla man, Dr H. M Smith ousted from tbe suand was passing to tbe rear with his perintendent')of the state tnsane
pr:sotier, when one of his comrades
called out to him: "Pat, let me have
that man. I will take him over to
rovlsion
Oeneral Gross, our brigade commanasylum
"Ntver mind, me boy." replied
der.
Pat "1 left a million back over the
hill there. Qo youraelf and fetch one of contract between board and emof tho lad over and take him to Oea ployé. Dr. Siulth aliened violation of
eral Groa,"'
contract.
r,

r.
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Brown Had Overlooked Leap Year
and Jonee Was Quick to Mark
the Point.
aeV
Irving Fletcher, the
vertielng expert, said at an advertising men's dinner at Delmonlco's In
well-know- n

New York:
"A good advertisement never lies.
It never deceives. For It can only
pay by maktnj life patrons, not transient ones.
"A good advertisement never lies,
but It states its case as strongly as
possible, and It avails Itself of every
point, however slight. There It Is
like young Jones.
"Young Jones proposed at Lake-wooto a pretty girl, but eho said uncertainly, swinging her slim foot In
and out of ber Flashed skirt:
1 like you. Mr. Jones. But, then,
I like Mr. Brown, too.
And Mr. Brown
Is so devoted.
He says he thinks
of me 365 days In the year.'
"'Huh!' snorted young Jones, contemptuously. 'He wants a day oil
every four years, does he? Well, I
hope you're not taken In by any such
e
devotion aa that.'"
one-hors-

As History Is Written.
"Is this the place where tbe remarkable case took place that was published lately of the dog that commit
ted suicide by drowning for love of its
lost master?"
"This Is tbe place, sir, and I can
shew you the vary dog. Here, Tow-ser- !
'

1

-
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EYE STRAIN
Relieved by Quitting Coffee.
Many cases of defective vision ara
caused by the habitual use of coffee.
It Is said that in Arabia where coffee la used in large quantities, many
lose their eyesight at about fifty. Tea
contains the same drug, caffeine, aa
coffee.
A N. J. woman writes to the point

concerning eye trouble and coffee
Bbe says:
"My son waa for year troubled with
his eyes. He tried several kinds of
glasses without relief. The optician
said there waa a defect in hla ayea
which was hard to reach.
"He uaad to drink coffee, aa wo all
did. and finally quit it and began to
use Pos turn. That waa three year
ago and he has not had to wear
glasses and ha had no trouble with,
his eye since.
"I waa always fond of tea and coffee
and finally became so nervous I could
hardly sit still long enough to eat a
meal. My heart waa In such a condition 1 thought I might die at any
time.
"Medicine did not give me relief
and I was almost desparata. It waa
about this time
decided to quit cot-fe- e
and uso Pos turn, and have used II
erar since. I am In perfect health.
No trouble now with my heart and
never felt better In my life.

fa

"Postum has been a great blessing

to us all. particularly to my son and
myself."
Name given by Poatum Co., Battle
Creak, Mich. Road "The Road to Well
rilla." In pkga.
Postum now ramea In two forms:
Postum--mu- st
Regular
be wall
boiled.
15c and 2So packages.
Instant Postum la a soluble powder. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup ot hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makea a delicious beverage
Instantly. 30c and 60c tin.
The coat par cdp of both klnda la
about the sama.
"There's a Roaaon" for Postum.
sold by O rocera.
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NOTICE
and a
The Vermejo Ranch situated in Colfax
il for con
county. New Mexico, as shown in lbs
f on the
Deeds for said land, which were recorded
in the office of the county clerk of Collax
count), from the Maxwell Land Grant Co.
to Mary W, Baftletf, May jfh, 1002 and
erv-In September' vil. loni. has been created a
game and lish pmserve under the laws of
Al-e-

ft.

at Cimarron
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Legal Notices

n the war
n of mill

Owner

Standing Together
the

Henry Clay once said, "we must either all stand together or hang together;" and undoubtedly he meant to
..lija jwrm iftil HhSBBmB vision of military affairs has striven
Hg
say; the American people, and especially the laboring cfaai
to bring the regulars and the National
must stand together in a body of unison if it wants its priGuard closer together In spirit and in
efficiency of service. Of course, It Is
vileges, freedom and due compensation for its laborthe
recognized that It Is Impossible to
only working capital it possesses. Our forefathers won
turn a civilian Into a regular over
night, and that it is also Impossible to
because they were right. President Lincoln lead the forcdo It In years under the conditions of
es in the Civil war against the slave holders because he
training which naturally must attend
NO. 80
NO.
NO fr
the regime of the guard. The guardswas right. And centering down to present day times and
per quart
men drill only once a week. They go
ir quart f i.2f
topics; the strikers in the coal districts of Colorado and
Into ejimp only once a year, and at
the best they can get but the first lea
other states, the 10,000 employees of the Westinghouse These inks are a Kuaranteed product, it flows freely, does not euni sons
of the regular service life. As It
Klectrical Works and the 70.000 railway engineers threat
Is. however, by means of the help
and is tríade for a high and dry climate. "It's AH Write."
which the federal government has givening to strike, are waging a war against capital and high
en and through the Increased Interest
Globe-WernicOffice
Furniture
and
Supplies
among the guardsmen, the state solfinance, because in their estimation they are right, abso
diers are today fitter probably than
lutely and unreservedly so.
before to enter active service.
Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec- ever
In round numbers, there are 120,000
The laboring class standing together as it does by
Nations! Guardsmen In the United
means r.f strong organizations contends it is right because
tional Book Cases and Unifiles
States. 9.O110 officers and 111.000 en
listed men. On the wall of the main
it employs the muscles and part of the brains to turn out
office of the division of military affairs
the products from the mill, mine and factory. The capila a huge map of the
Supplies, Oils, Ribbons, Washington
rtiite,! states. This map is "carded."
talist assumes the same heir because of his investment and
sate by state, each card showing the
possible and very often instant loss.
strength of each arm of the service In
ever' state ef the Union. Elsewhere
These are the two powerful pirates that have it to do Brushes, etc., Carbons and
In the office are the reports which
with the industrial welfare of the country this moment.
show efficiency. Regular army officers
Judgment upon the military stand
Congressional investigations have been going but were writing Papers,
Manuscript Covers pass
ing, all things considered, of the different organizations of the guard. Kv
not successful. The substance of the situation then is that,
erything pertaining to the efficiency
the whole thing is an absurd mockery. Congress, high fBlank
Forms
Legal
and
of the state troops Is known to the
war department authorities In Washinance and the labor organizations have failed to restore
ington, and It is on the basis 01 'uls
satisfactory conditions for all concerned. It then lies with
knowledge unquestionably that first
selection for service will be made.
the president to cope with the situation and devise ways
The regular army and the National
and means whereby the conditions will be improved and
Guard together are divided Into 16
military divisions. The regulars form
forever after avoid strikes and unsatisfactory labor strugthe first four divisions and the guardsmen tbe other 12 divisions.
gles.
In a
sense, so far as the National Guard Is
Organizations and high finance have a right to stand
concerned, this division formation Is
L GUARD
tentative. If the guardsmen are sent
together, but their standing together should not be devoid NEW "GARDEN OF EDEN"
to the front unquestionably they will
of the respect for humanity such as the constitution of the Recent Discoveries Seem to Prove
go In divisions, but the advance creU. S. provides for thotfe who are governed by the stars
FORCES OF U. S. IN ation of these divisions has been diffiThat Lower California Wat the
cult, owing to the limited control of
Site of First Paradise.
and stripes.
the federal government in the premises, the varying conditions obtaining
The skeleton of a nyamy at least
Unless these labor uprisings cease,, the government
GOOD CONDITION In the different states, "the fact that
hundred thousand years old, Just
must assume the dictatorship and lend an eye and ear in two
in the general case several states comunearthed near Los Anecies Is ex
pose a single divisional district," and
the shape of stringent legislation and the enforcement pected to send
theo
the fact, as the current report of the
ries of anthropological science crashthereof to the industrial conditions, with the point in view ing tnto the ash heap with other ex- Better Trained and Equipped chief of the military division says,
that no regular army officers have
ploded beliefs, and probably prove that
of equality to all and special privilege to none.
Than Ever Before.
been available for working on the
the Garden of
Cali-

New Mexico and licenses duly issued. Under said licenses, ail game quadr upeii.
game birds and game fish become the properly of the jwner and no fishing or buntd
ing on Miid Vermejo Kanch will be
without written permission Irr.m
the ownrr or his an horizid agent.
William H. Hartlett.

1

AVISO
de Vermejo situado en el
'ondado de Colfax. Nuevo Mexico, como
sta registrado en el ofencina del secretario de el Condado de Colfax de la compaoia
de el Maxwell Land Grant a Mary W.
de Mayo, 1902 y el da
Itartlett. el dia
25 de Septiembre, es uu preservo de caza
pescado bajo las leyes de Nuevo Mexico
y las licencias dado.
Rajo dicho licencias
todos animales, pájaros y pescados de raza son la propiedad del dueño y no darán
permiscios para cazar en dioho raucho de
Vermejo sin permicion escrito del dueño.
William II. Hartlett.
fcl Ranchm

ke

Typewriter

Type
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Split the Savings
Always when a citv raises the cry, "Eliminate the
middleman," the argument is that this "parasite" is mak
ing the consumer pay too much for foodstuffs, that so many
dollars a year can be saved to each person or familv when
the man between is squeezed out. Always the farmer is
sympathetically mentioned as the fellow who comes out
the little end of the horn; but never do you find a suggestion that he share in the benefits of direct dealing.
Recently the Municipal Markets Commission of Chicago reported that the city was paying $51,393,304 a year
too much for its food, because of the waste between producer and consumer. The commission estimates that the
total food bill is $321,109,146, of which the producer receives only $170,240,317 just a bit more than half, mark
you and the railroads $22,480,570. The wholesaler and
jobber get $32,120,815; the retailer takes $96,362,444 as
his share. The investigators say the middlemen's profits
can be cut to $12,848,326 and the retailers' to $64,241,629
by the establishment of a "comprehensive system of wholesale terminal markets under the control of the city, designed to render efficient and satisfactory service to the consuming public.
This partial elimination of the middleman, we are told
would effect a per capita saving of $21.47 a year, or a sav
ing ot 98.76 for the average family.
Pity the poor consumer! Kliminrte the pernicious
middleman! Yes, but pity the poor producer too! linearly a hundred dollars a family can be saved by this kind of
direct dealing, let it lie split fifty-fift- y.
The producer
needs to get more for his goods just as much a the consumer needs to save more on his food bills. It's no easier
to make ends meettm the farm than it is in town. Coun
try Gentleman.
Automobile speeders defy the laws more often than
the wickedest criminals whose pictures hang in the rogue's
gallary offering rewards for capture. It is a mystery that
more reckless,
drivers of motor cars who are
daily defying the law, are not sentenced to penal servitude
until the show symptoms of sanity,
hair-hrain-

ed

Eden was in Lower
fornia. Scientists who have examined
the find of Frank 8. DaaaetL head of
the California museum's research de
partment at Exposition park in Los
Angeles, see In the bones a cold fnrt
that shatters the heretofore generally
accepted "uncontrovertible" dogmas
ot scientists who have tinkered with
the earth's crust In an attempt to solve
the riddle of the universe.
Professor Daggett has been directing a force of workmen In the La Brea
asphalt beds In their labor of digging
for extinct animal specimens. The
dwarfs skeleton, which Is only three
feet two Inches long, was discovered
In an admirable state of perfection
within one hundred yards of the fashionable W'llshire boulevard.
That a race existed of which modern man knows nothing and which
roamed the American continents ages
before the earliest date assigned to
the most ancient remains dug up by
scientists, Is the belief of Professor
Daggett and his associates after a
close study or the pygmy bones and a
comparison of them wlth'other famous
collections.
"I am confident," said Professor Daggett, "that long before man appeared
in the countries of the old world a
diminutive race thronged tho section
now occupied by Los Angeles and its
environs. There, I believe, was the
home of the human race, the Garden
of Eden, I might say.
"The moment we uncovered the
skeleton I was beside myseir with joy,
because in those bones' 1 saw proof of
ray theory that the American continent was peopled prior to the time of
Adam and the creation. as referred to
In the Bible.
The bones will also
shatter the theory that the first people
to Inhabit this continent came from
Asia."
Professor Daggett is jealously guarding his remarkable find, believing himself a steward acting In the Interests
of the whole world of science, so Important does he, regard his discovery.

In Case of War With Mexico It Will
Require Some "Brushing Up" te
Fit State Troops to Take Field
With Regulars.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.

Washington. When the cloud came
Into the sky suggestive of war wiUi
Mexico, the first thought of the mili
tary authorities
itself
coucernrd
naturally with the preparedness of the
regular army. The second thought
was directed to the preparedness of
the National Guard, but In a way the
second thought wus graver thi.n the
Hist, for in a war which assumes great
proportions volunteer organizations
must make up the major pari of the
armies in the field.
The National Guard forces of the
states of the Union are better trained
better organized and better equipped
today than they ever were before, but
they are still far from a state of per
feet readiness for war. Prom the day
of the birth of the first rumor of prob

4aPBSE'
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SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers
Carry

COFFINS

a lull line of
ami- -

CASKK

On

the Parade Ground,

able trouble with Mexico, the Ameri
can volunteer t
been mailt
festina: Itself. Enlistments in the National Guard have Increased and it
can be said that If the occaskin de
inaudT tho National Guard troops can
-
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The News prints the
news when it

is news.

regulars.
e the oassage by congre
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of
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AVISO
El Rancho de Vermejo es un preservo
de caza y pescado bajo las leyes de! estado
ile Nuevo Mexico y como queren preservar y acrecentar la caza y los pescados dan
aviso aqui que no darán permiscios para
ja zar por tres anos.
William H. Hartlett.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
Colfax county, whether for the put pose of
hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cutting hie wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and ail trespassers will he prosecuted to
the lull extent of the law.

(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
lor W. S. Land A Cattle Co.

problem. The division formation, however, unquestionably will be the formation of the National Guard for tactical

purposes In case they are ordered into
the Held.
As has been said, the regular army
forns the first four divisions. Tbe
Fifth division, geographically speaking, Includes the New England stateB.
The other divisions In order and the
states whose troops will go to form
their units are: Sixth, New York;
Seventh, Pennsylvania; Eighth, Virginia. West Virginia. Maryland, Delaware. New Jersey; Ninth, Florida,
North Carolina.
South Carolina;
Tenth, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee. Kentucky; Eleventh, Michigan and
Ohio; Twelfth. Indiana and Illinois;
Thirteenth. North lakota. South Dakota, Mlnnesdta, Iowa and Wisconsin;
Fourteenth. Kansas, Colorado,
and Nebraska; Fifteenth, Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma. New
Mexico and Arizona: Sixteenth. Utah.
Nevada. California, Oregon, Washing-

AVISO.
El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza. pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-tmaeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
c aquellos que asi traspasarenseran
prose-cutado- s
al lleno de la ley.

Por (Kriraadó) WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Compoaia de Reces del W. S.

NOTICE

Whereas, our ranch situated on the
headwaters of the Costilla River, Taos
county. New Mexico, having been made a
game and fish preserve under the laws of
tbe State of New Mexico, known as "The
Costilla Game and Fish Preserve" aud
Whereas, tbe object of said game and fish
preserves being for the protection of game
ton. Idaho and Montana.
and fish and their increase, therefore, noUnder a law recently passed by con- tice is hereby given that no
permits for
gress and approved by the president, hunting,
shooting or fishing, will be issued
it will be easier to take the National
during the next three years.
Guardsmen of the different states Into
The Adams Cattle Company,
volunteer service than ever before. If
three fourths of the members of a Hy H. W. Adams. General Manager.
Wyo-niln-

fl state regiment express their

;

MATKIN

ClMAKXON,

Good roads pay dividends, this much can lie proven in
Colfax County. The numler of tourists who are passing
through this section now is an increase of several hundred
per cent over the traffic of 1912.

BUT STILL FAR FROM PERFECT

NOTICE

The Vermejo Kanch having been made
a game and fish , reserve under the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and as it desirable to preserve and increase the game
and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
that no permits for shooting or tishiog will
lie issued lor the next three years.
William H. Hartlett.

g

willing-

ness to enlist the organization at once
can be sworn Into tbe volunteer serv
Ice. and the deficiency of enlisted mon.
If any. can be made up by volunteers
from outside of the organization. It
will be seen from the table given of
the twelve militia divisions that the
brigades and regiments forming one
division will be drawn from neighbor
ing states, thul In a great measure
keeping up not only the traditions of
state pride, but of that pride which In
a good seuse can be called sectional.
This sort of feeling is recognized as
1.,
per, and as a stimulant to
ilgh endeavor.
Tho National Guard of every state
n the Cnlon today Is armed with the
atest model of Springfield rifle and
arbine for tbe Infantry and cavalry,
nd with the latest type of field guns
or the artillery. The equipment of
he other branches, the engineer, stg
lal and sanitary troops, Is also that
if the regular service.
Comparisons, as a saying which has
one Into the class of the bromidlc
has it. are
niB. ,11, ii mey also are
tlv
fret
but tbe National
Guardsmen of some of the states are
in far bettor trim for tho field than are
their brothers of other states. Once
In the sevlcn, however, with the ex
which the regulars set for them
be strengthening of their en
s qualities by the opeu air and
srclse and with the discipline
which In the service rigidly Is en
forced, it ought not to take long to
be more backward of tbe regt
nearly abreast of the others U
Continued on page 5

AVISO

l'or

iiaiito nueslo rancho situado en la
calazo del Rio Costilla, Oandado de Taos,
Nuevo Mexico, es un preservo de caza y
pescados bajo Us leyes del estado de Nuevo Mexico conosido por el nombre de
"El
Presar
de caza y pescado de Costilla,"
y por cuanto el objeclo de dicho
preservo-d- e

caza y pescado es por el protecion y el
apacentamiento del pescado.
Por esta
razón dan aviso que no darán permicios
pata cazar durante tres anos.
The Adams Cattle Company,
By II. W. Adams. General Manager.
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The News gives the
news when it is news.

The Irrigation Season
is here

and you will need a pair of

alTlclenoy and to makr (h gusrdnmec
division units in strength as they art
A division la the smallest militar)
unit containing all nrma of tin aerv
o( the stuff Ai
Ice and all branch
the chief of the dlvlaton of militia af
fair puta it. "It ia the smallest mill
tary tool box' and the smallest unh
rapable of Independent action. A lnrg
force could not well be administered

good rubber boots to wear in the field. Your attention is called to the superior line we carry; the best
irrigation boots madé, and the price is right..

Eyeglasses
Not Necessary

war, and It Is almost certain to corns
have peace, because the officers
of regulars and the officers ot th
(luard together are working to this
great end of unification and efficiency
If the United States gets Into a :ttj Eyedgkt Can Be StraajtHeeed. sad Meal Form,
of great proportions there will be
ol Dnrswd Eye. Soccessfslly Treated
more National Guardsmen In the field
Without Cutting or Dratjpaf.
If we

than regulars. The volunteers are
the fighting resource of every nation
The guard Is In a better condition to
day than It ever has been before, but
It Is nothing like perfect In Its organl
zatlon.
Ths lessons of the Spanish
war, added to those of the present
day. It seems are likely to result In
making perfect that order of things
military to effect which It has been fot
years the earnest effort of the officers
of the division of militia affairs of the
war department of the United States
OVERBOARD

Spring and Summer
Shoes For All

Pants and Overalls
For Men and Boys

Our complete line of Brown

Working pants and overalls
that give durable service to
wearer, both in quality and
pnce, i ou win need a pair.
The price is from M 00
PA- $4 down to

Shoes are famous for their
quality and comfortable fit.
Shoes for every member of
the family at prices C 00
from

$2

to

N- -

Dress Goods and Ladies' Wearing Apparel
The nobbiest lines ever shown here.

All grades, colors, makes and

Laces and Embroideries are carried in complete varieties,
and the prices are in conforfnity with good qualities and fabric.

styles.

Let us quote you our prices on your next bill of groceries.
We have none but the best and will give you entire satisfaction. Remember we, lead while others follow.
Royal Tailor Suits and Overcoats for spring and summer,
guaranteed all wool and perfect fit, from $15 to $30.
w

Rogers,

Whiteman

&

The Store of Good Values and Honest Merchandise

Co.

PIPE STAYS LIT

Does Not Csll for Help. Knowing
Would Mean the Loss of His
Old

It

Brlsr.

That the eye can be strengthen1 so that
eyeglasses can be dispensed with in many
cases has been proven beyond a doubt by
the testimony of hundreds ol people who
pnWicly claim that their eyesight has been
restored by that wonderful little instru
ment called "Actina."
"Actios" also relieves
Sore and Granulated
Lids, Iritis, Cataracts,
etc., without cutting or
o
drugging. Over
"Actinas" have
been sold; therefore the Actina treatment
is not sn experiment, but is relisble.
The
following letters sre bat ssroples of hundreds we receive:
Mr. David Sutfle, Glen Ellgin. Ill.writes:
"I sent for yonr "Actina" and when it
would throw my
came I told my wife
glasses away and give the "Actina" a (air
I did so, following
show
directions, and
soon felt my eyes were getting in normal
condition again and now I can say my eyesight is as good as ever, and my headaches
practically vanished,"
t
Mr. Emery E. Deitrick. 7(24 Idlewild
St. E E.. Pittsburgh. Pa writes: "My eyes
were very weak and my vision wss so Dad
that I could recognize people only at short
distances, Since using "Actina" I have
discarded my glasses, my headaches sre
gone, and my vision I believe, is as good
as ever it was."
Mr. J. H. FraokenAeld, 521 E. 20th St..
Cheyenne, Wyo. writes: "Regarding what
the "Actina" has done for me, I am proud
to say that I am not wearing my glasses at
all. As for my catarrh, it is almost gone
and have been trouDled with it for more
than sixteen years.
"A great number of my railroad friends
are buying "Actinas" as you know by the
orders you have received "
"Actina" can be used with perfect safety
by every member of the family for any affliction of the eye, ear. throst or head. A
tree trial of the Actina is given in every
100,-oo-

1
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State Cavalry Troop.
upplled or fought única
ao organ
'.zed." It In thta view of 'hi' militar;
authorities that led to the dlvialou ol
New

Y(

Lbe mill tin into dlvlaloDS.

From the experience of all the na
lone that ever engaged In warfare il
'.a known
approximately the propor
tiona which the different arms In each
division uhould bear to one another
There la a great variation In thcae pro
portions. I the divisions of the organized mtlltla. No two are alike and
not a singlo one la complete, "nor li
there any Immediate prospect of a
single complete division with the ex
caption of the Sixth," which will be
drawn from the stale of New York
alone.In the National Guard
markedly apparent In field
artillery. The division of militia af
fairs baa bent every effort to create
the missing troops and met at first
with only slight success. The creation
of auxiliar) troopa, it la aald, is ot
vital Importance to the Union anrl It Is
also held that until ail these divisions
are made complete, each containing
all arma In their proper proportion, a
large part of the efficiency of the
units would be sacrificed In a
campaign.
War finally brings organization up
to its perfected form for material and
men must be supplied. The army, and
with It the militia, is far better prepared today to go into the field than
It waa at the opening if the Spanish
war. That war taught leasona which
were well learned, but even with thé

The deficiency

is

moat

regular army things are not perfect
The general condition is due largely
to the refusal of congress to listen to
the appeals for money necessary to
keep the regular service up to the
standard, and to the indifference of
the states to the welfare of their National tluard.
bodies always seem obsessed with the thought
that war never Is again to coma. Than
war comea.
In the twelve militia divisions there
Is an excess of Infantry. Take as an
example Twelfth Division which comprises the troops of Illinois and Indiana.
Here there is an excess of
three regiments of Infantry over the
normal number of Infantrymen required.
Thsre la a deficiency, however, of three troops of cavalry, six

Blloxi, Miss. To the great chagrin
of local Irishmen, a Norwegian cook
has achieved the neverbefore-recored feat of smoking a pipe undei water
The submarine trick waa not re
hearsed, aud Ita author makes nc
promise that It will ever be repeated
Ivan Ivanaon Is the culinary artist's
name.
He Jugglea flapjacks on ths
powerboat John T. White. The boat
iay alongside a fishing schooner and
Ivanson, who was smoking his corn
cob pipe, prepared to Jump from his
Rain was falling
boat to the other.
and a mist caused the cook to muv
Judge his distance and plunge over
board. Walter Hodglns ran to the rail
In time to see Ivanson's head dlsap
pear under the water as the sides ot
the two boats ground together.
"He must be crushed to death,'
cried Hodglns. Some of the regret In
bis voice waa due to the fact that
good cooks are hard to find.
He pushed the boats apart. The
only sign of Ivanson was a derby hat
that floated In the water. The Whits
started up and Hodglns ran back to
see if he could discover the body. He
did. There waa the unruffled Ivanson
holding on to the stern of the boat
and being towed through the water
Ills pipe was still between bis teeth
and he was still puffing its smoke.
"Why didn't you call for help?
they asked, as Ivan waa dragged
aboard.
"Ay ain't bane a fool," aald Ivan; "11
Ay bad opened my mouth Ay'd havs
loat my pipe."
Neither Ivan nor any of the rest ol
them can explain how the pipe kept
on burning while the cook dived un

1

case.

ffer and
Send for our FREE TRIAL
valuable FREE BOOK. Address Actina
Appliance Co., Dept. 262 N, 811 Walnut
St., Kansas City, Mo.

The surgeon who performed the
operation on Dunn's legs has
fitted up a crude wheeled chair for his
patient to use In selling papers when
the leg stumps heal.
Dunn suffered from locomotor ataxia
rao-ceesf-

11

years.

der tho boat
GET

LONG-DELAYE-

DIPLOMAS

D

University of Alabama Gives 150 Confederate Veterans Degrees After
Fifty three Years.
University, Ala. The University ot
Alabama presented diplomas confer
ring the regular bachelor of arts do
gree upon 150 Confederate veterans
who left the university before graduar
tton to enlist in the army during the
Civil war. The average age of ths
"graduates" is over seventy years
Nearly all of them were In their Junior or senior year at the university
when they enlisted in '51. In addition
to the presentation of diplomas by the
state's university, a gigantlo bouldei
will be unveiled on the campus ta
rnmmsmnratv U valor of the gradu-

Dr. S. Locke
Dentist
Springer, New Mexico.
Will be in Cimarron to do
your dental work, from
June i4 to 21
Office with Dr. Masten

a

2nd Hand Store

éo tehoid
froocU, atoois of alt
700.00

Kind. Saddle, harness, tun. Sf,ur,
CrocteAy, IflaAiurarc,
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Cimarron Transfer Co.
J.

Militiamen

Cooking

Vaí-.h-e- s,

Taking Lessons

in

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Sklr

mlsh Firing.

batteries of Held artillery, two com
panles of engineers, two companies of
signal troops, three ambulauce com
panles. and there are lacking ammunition, supply aud pack train forcea.
With thf hrea excess regiments ot
infamo to draw from It would be
possible to make up the shortage in
other arms by proper transfers, but
of couiBii there would be delay In fitting and training Infantrymen for their
new duties.
There Is an excess of Infantrymen
In virtually all of the mllltta divisions,
assignments
and readjustments and
.and additional equipment would ba
necessary to balance each division
properly and to seud it into the field
aa a perfected unit. It is true that 11
ths military preparedness of the country as a whole had been considered by
the state authorities lu the formation
of their National Guards, the condi
Hon of excess In some branches and
deficiencies In other brauches would
not obtain. The state, however. In ths
past baa looked more perhaps to thf
wishes of the men forming organism
Uons than it has to the military exigencies of soma nations! crisis. Ths
day of readjustment eveutually will
come It I usrUiu to comsjf w havs

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at ReaPhone 56
sonable Rates.

For Good,

Up-to-da- te

Standard

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Ooods, Notions, Hats, millinery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
GUARANTEED
QUALITY
AND
PRICES

Supply Company
Matkin Orders
Promptly Attended To
Mail
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Beef steers, corn fed. good
er than
to choice
$7.6098.86
Hold.
Beef steers, corn fed, fair
to good
8.7607.60 Sect Si
Boof
eor, pulp fed, good
In

le other
I

si:

"Husband" for

ty, Okla. (
pted by tl

Man"

in
eral
7.007.50 conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church. South. Among other amend
7.2608.00 merits tho conference aereed to change
In the marriage
ceremony of the
.5007.25 phrase "I pronounce you man and
7.0007.76
wife" to "I pronounce you husband
and wife." The conference devoted
good to choice
6.f.O07.25
severs! minutes to prayer that war
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
fair to good . .
6.75 06.50 with Mexico be avoided.
"ows and heifers, pulp ted,
to choice
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair
to good
Beer steers, hay fed, good
to choice
Beef steers, hay fed, fair
,T.
to good
Heircrs, prime corn fed ...
Cows and heifers, corn fed,

jj

7.5O8.50

e

good to choice
6.6007.26 Broken Rail Cause of Many Wreck.
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
Washington. In a report lo Ihe Infair to good
6.6006.60 terstate Commerce Commission on the
Cows and heifers, hay fed, '
cause of the wreck of the New York,
good to choice
8.2607.00 New Haven &
Hartford passengei
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
fair to good
6.50 fi 6.26 train nror Westerly, R. I , Oct SB,
Canners and cutters
.0ffp5.00 1913. H. W. Belnap, chief Inspector of
Veal calves
8.60i?iil.75 safety nppllances, finds that derailBulls
b.0O'36.50 ment of the train was due to a broken
Stags
6.7507.00 rati. The wreck resulted In the Injury
Feeders and stockers, good
of seventy-fou- r
passengers and three
to choice
7.0007.75 emplovés. In connection with his reFeeders and stocker, fair
port
to good
6.260100 mentsBelnap pointed out that derailcaused by broken rails since
Feeders and stockers, common to fair
6.50 0 6.25 Ju'y 1, 1910, numbered 2,7(12, In which

H

Good hogs

tmbs

175 persons lost their lives, 6,004 were
Injured nnd damages aggregated

Hoqs.
7.90

08.00

Sheep.

decorated

$7.7508.66

Ewe?

5.50

Yearlings (light)
Wethers
Lambs (shorn)
we (shorn)

0

AUTO PARADE.

6.26

6.5007.00
e.P'tffi 6.50

6.2507.25

One of the Entertainment Features at
Elk Jubilee In Denver In July.

Denver. One of the plans for entertainment
of visitors during the
Wy
mm
Hay.
Elks' fiftieth reunion session and Gol(F. O. B. Denver. Carload
den Jubilee to be held tn Denver July
Colorado upland, per ton.H
is the decorated and Illuminated
Nebraska upland, per ton. 12 .00013.00
Second bottom, Colorado
automobile parade for the night of
and Nebraska, per ton. 11 .00012.00 July 13.
Timothy, per ton
18 .00019.00
The committee In charge con tern
Alfalfa, per ton
8 .000 9.0
South Park, choice, ton.. 10 .0ÍÍ17.00 platee making this the most spectacuSan Lul Valley, per ton. 11 .00012.00 lar automobile parade ever held in
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 15 .00016.00 the West and to this end have gone
Straw, per ton
4 MO 6.00
outside of Denver for entries. To Interest outsiders to decorate and ente
Grain.
Wheat, choice milling, 100 lb
$1.37 their machines a special sweepstake
Rye, Colo., bulk. 100 lbs
1.05 prize of $200 will be given the winner
Idaho oats, sacked
1.55 from among the
entrants.
Corn chop, sacked
1.64 There is also a special
..
.ake
Corn, In Back
1.63 prise of
the same amount for the beet
Bran. Colo., per 100 lbs.
1.30
machine entered from Denver.
In addition to these prises will be
Flour.
Standard Colorado, net .
S2.15 awarded as follows: $100 for the best
gas rar and $50 for the second best
Dressed Poultry
gas car, and $100 for the best electric
v
0OKT rmc uMt"$iw
upon ,
:.
Y
Turkeys, fancy D. P
Jv
19 021
car and $50 for the second best car
Turkeys, old toms
14 fi! 15
AN TO H AV L , WA R
" ' y
of this class. Special prizes to the
Turkeys, choice
14
015
number of twenty and valued at from
LET IT BECIN HCRC
Hens, large
16
t
$20 to $75 will bo given In the consoHens, small
13
lation class. Winners of sweopetako
Ducks
16 CT 17
prljtes are eliminated from competiGeese
12 013
tion for the other prizes.
Rooster
There Is no limit aa fo where the
,
OF r
Live Poultry.
car can enter from. However, entriee
WTVnUfTIOff WAS ItWZTtr
Hens, fancy
II 014
tor this event will close on the night
Broilfrs, lb.
So 026
of July 10. Mr. E. E. Sommors Is the
that some cannon and munitions of war had
Kcosters ......
6 0 7
chairman of the' automobile parade
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
been placed In Salem by the colonist, o he
16 018
committee, and those contemplating
Ducks
13 v14
sent Colonel Leslie in a vessel from Castle Wll
entering machines should address him
Geese
S2A77M OXTtmrrrTrrzjY
Ham to seise them. They landed st Marblehead,
io 011
personally at the headquarters or the
marched Into Salem, and not finding what they
Eggs.
Denver Motor Club in Majestic
presence of President Tyler and his cabinet
sought, moved toward Danvers Part way beThe general impression Is that this engagement Epgs, graded No. l net, F.
tween the two towns at a small drawbridge,
O. B. Denver
17
of the Revolution was rought on Runker Hill, sc
which is now marked by the tablet shown lii
It figures in history as the "Battle of Bunkei Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
the Illustration, they found a la. ge number ol
O. B. Denver
12
Hill." In reality It waa fought on Breed's Hill Eggs
people assembled, and on the opposite side 40
case count, less com- some distance from the former.
militia under Timothy Pickering. The drawmission
4.50(ff 4.90
bridge was up and Pickering refused to let It
The "Minute Men" were so called because ol
litI.,
down.
tried to ferry his troops over In a
their ability to assemble upon a minute's notice
Butter.
gondola near by, whereupon the colorista promptIn April, 1775. after having dispersed the 70 colo Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. . . 25 026
ly scuttled the craft. The British troops event
nists under Captain Parker who resisted them at Creameries, ex. East, lb. . . 26
ually returned to their vessel, but without the
28
Lexington, about tslx miles away, Major Pltcairn t :reamerles. 2d grade, lb. . .
Process
21
cannon.
pressed forward toward Concord. By this tlmt Packing
READY ROOFING
stock
the whole country was aroused, and the militia
Mads of Trinidad '.'ike asphalt
The first real battle of the Revolution was
greatest weather - register
the
flocked toward Concord from every direction
fought at Islington, Mass. In the spring of 177S
known. Kant-Ira- k
Fruit.
used
The Middlesex farmers, armed with every con Apples, Colo., extras, box.
only with .manto Klrrla
General Gage was informed that the colonists
obviate the
use of unsightly cement. Write
celvable weapon, prepared to defend their hornet Apples, Colo., fancy, box . . .$2.5008.00
hsd deposited a large quantity of munitions of
. 2.0002.60
for circulars and prloea.
and their rights. The battle of Concord started Apples, Colo., choice, box. .. 1.2501.60
war at Concord, a village some 16 miles outside
The Hendrie & Bolthoff Mfcr. & S. c.
at North Bridge, near Concord (the first vollej Cherries, Colo., crate
of Boston, and he planned a secret expedition to
3.OO
ISM ITta St.
DKNVKK. COI.O.
was fired by the British)
seise them. The alert and wary colonists heard
The spot Is marked Gooseberries, Colo
1.2601.75
by
Strawberries,
the
Callao City. . 1.7502.86
famous statue of a typical "Minute Man."
of his plsn. however, and through the Immortal
home-growSo Incensed were the colonists that the whol Strawberries,
ride of Paul Revere, the whole countryside was
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
crate
800 British would have been destroyed had the
3.0003.76 y Mill r
alarmed When. Major Pltcalrn, with some 80ft
tie roar Fiinw for GfTttoflng.
MMIW.
work onlY. Tha hook of tfnve Hvownt.Fxnorl
I
not been
by more troops from Lex
men (the advance guard of the British, arrived
rrv)
Denver Photo Materials Co.
Ington.
They retreated I.' Lexington, and then
at Lexington on their way to Concord, they were
Vegetable.
(mm Kaak Ce.) Dram, Calorado
after a short rest, the whole body, 1.800 strong Poas, Colo ..
met there on the village green by about seventy
to
started their march of retreat to Charieetown Potatoes, cwt.
determined men under Capt. Jonas Parker. The
..1.0001.75
During the whole of their
march, the)
British ordered them to disperse, and when thev
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
were terribly assailed by the Infuriated colonists
refused to do so, fired upon them, killing eight
They finally reached their destination and un
and wounding a number of others. This began
New York MeUI Market.
der the guns of the British war vessels spenl
the Revolutionary war.
New York.
Bar silver
66Tc;
night
Boa
Charlestown,
to
the
at
crossing
over
copper. $13.75013.874; lead
3 850
It was at Cambridge, Mass., that the army of
ton
morning.
During
next
British
this
affair
the
S.95; spelter, $5.0605.16.
the colonists was gathered for the march against
273
men;
103.
lost
the
colonists lost
the British at Bunker Hill.
Chicago Grain and Provision Price.
During the war or 1812 Sir Isaac Brock,
The city of Cambridge, one of the county seats
Chicago. Wheat No. 8 red. 91H 0
OAiuai CAM
major general or the Canadian torce, personalty
of Middlesex county. Massachusetts. Is separated
led his troops In the battle or Queenston, wher SSttc; No. 2 hard, 9lV492ttc; No. S flmataat lilll rltmhrr: a) mil nn
from the greater city or Boston by the Charlen
mi. Ml ....il...
Northern,
2
No.
96097c;
spring, 960 lll.lMi mtIM in on wl ol Un. Mata
he was killed on October IS. 181 1. The British
river.
It Is chiefly noted for three things: Ah
and (Vtaroar
Vc.
Dfetrlbulora lor Colorado. Hen MSSlesaBd W joiuliw
government
a
caused fine monument to be erect'
the seat of Harvard university, a the place
III; COI.OHADO
Corn No. S. 7214.078c; No. 2 yelAH TKHl AH CO.
ed to his memory in St Paul's cathedral. London low, 72 073 He; No. 3 yellow, 72V
where Washington took command of the ContiUva Acvata Wanted. IS Bdwj, Heaver
In 1816 the Canadians struck a medal to hit 07314c
nental army on July 2, 1776, which wa only a
memory, and on the heights or Queenston bullí
Oat
No. 3 white, 4OV4041C; stand
short distance from the spot shown In the illusa beautirul Tuscan column, over 130 leet It ard, 4104114c.
tration, and for the occurrence marked and deRye No. 2, 66 0 66c.
height, in the base of which a tomb was formed
scribed by the tablet alio. The building In the
Barley
INSTITUTE
0064c.
snd in which the general's remains now repose
background Is the Law library of Harvard uniTimothy $4.2506.00.
Con. Eighteenth and cuhti St
The small monument here shown marks the spot
versity.
Clover $10,00018.00.
where be was killed. 1
DENVER, COLO.
The battlefield of Bunker HUI at Charieetown.
Pork $20.87.
now part of the city of Boston, I marked by an
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
$10.08.
Lard
A VAIN HOPE.
Imposing monument, erected on a commanding
cured by a icienrinc courte of medication.
Rib -- $11.00011.60.
site on the summit of Breed's Hill.
The only place in Colorado where the
"Grandma could help our social ambition If sh
The cornerstone of this huge granite obelisk
Genuine Keeley Rt
Omaha Live Stock Quotation.
would. You know he smokes an old pipe."
waa laid on June 17. 1825 the fiftieth anniverHog
Heavy.
Omaha.
$7.9o
08.00;
worry.
may
Society
sary of the battle. Lafayette waa at this time
"Don't
condone that."
ZtetESS,"!" wa.
51 inw
light, $7.909
"You don't understand.
Don't you ee hoe mixed. $7.9507.9714;
on a visit to America, and he was present at the
Daara.
much smarter it would be If she would oonseo; 8.00; bulk. $7.95 0 8.00.
ceremony; Daniel Webster delivered an oration.
Cattle
steer,
Native
$7.8608.00;
BEE SUPPLIES artc" 'kaa'ioti oaa
to smoke cigarettes?"
The monument stands on Bread's Hill, near the
cow and heHers, $6.2608.26; Texas
tray SWtM goods
center of the ground Included in the old breastateers, $6.0007.76;
stocker
and
Write for free illustrated catalogue
REAR LIGHTS.
231
work. It I built of Qulncy granite, and
feeders, $6.2608.00;
Information en bee keeping. We sell
calve,
$8.000
feet In height, rt Is SO feat square at the base
11.00.
-Bacon I aee searchlights are to be founi
and 16 feet square at the spring of the apex.
Sheep
Wethers, $6.6001.10; PURE HONEY
mounted on the observation platforms of som ewe. $6.4006.00, lamb. $8.20 08.71.
The top may be reached by a flight of 286 stone
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS ASS N.
western railroad trains.
steps There I a room la Its top with four Iron
1440 Merit
ftfaet. Denver. Cele
Egbert I suppose that U so passengers cat
shuttered windows. The monument was not comPrice of Sugar.
tul and
see where they're not going.
pleted until 1848, when It waa dedicated In the
New York. Sugar Raw, firm. Mo- - PIPE -wa. aw
$8.67; centrifugal, $8.33.
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PERPETUATE the memory
of mighty deed on the field
of battle and of epochal
eventa which have led to the
changing of governments and
of the boundary lines In our
geographies and to arouse In
the miada of succeeding generations the spirit of patriotism which Inspired our fore

O
II

I

I

fathers to accomplish these deeds, tablets and
monuments of various kinds have been placed
on the sites of those historic events.
In the United States Uoston, New York. Philadelphia and many other places In the East and
Southeast are rich in memories of the War of
the Revolution and of the events leading up to
and succeeding it. Boston, more than any other
place perhaps. Is deserving of the title "the Cradle of American Liberty." Kaneull hall, Old
South church, Christ church, or Old North
church, from whose belfry the signal was Hashed
which started Paul Revere on his famous ride
and Hunker Hill are only a few of the historic
landmarks which make Roston famous in Revolutionary history. The famous "Boston Tea Party" was the first protest of the Indignant colonists
against the oppressive rule of the mother country
This event occurred In Boston harbor in Dc
ceraber, 1773. In order to compel Great Britain
to be just toward the American colonists In the
matter of taxation, merchants oi this country
bad agreed not to import anything while such
oppressive laws existed The British parliament
declared their right to tax the colonists without
their consent; the latter declared that "taxation
without representation Is tyranny." The quarrel
grew hotter and hotter: some of the contested
duties were removed under pressure, but, by
1773. several articles, among them tea. were still
burdened by heavy taxes The colonists finally
refused lo allow any cargo of tea even to be
landed at some of the ports. Vessels were Immediately sent back with their cargoes un
touched In December. 1773, three British ships
landed at Boston and the royal governor attempted to have their cargoes landed In defiance
of the popular will The "Boston Tea Party"
was the result. This occurrence the inscription
on the tablet Itseir sufficiently explains.
"Here formerly stood (Irifnns Wharf, at which
lay moored on Dec. H. 1775. three British ships
with cargoes of ta. To defeat King George's
trivial but .tyrannical tax of three pence a pound,
about ninety citizens of Boston, partly disguised
as Indians, boarded the ships, threw the cargoes,
chests In all. Into
three hundred and forty-twthe sea, and mad the world ring with the patriotic exploit of the BOSTON TEA PA.RTT.
"No! ne'er was mingled such a draught
In palace, nail, or arbor.
As freemeu brewed and tyrants quaffed
That night In Boston harbor."
A large building on the corner of Pearl street
and Atlantic avenue, devoted to commercial purposes, now mark
the alte of OriflWs wharf
where this event occurred.
The first armed resistance to Great Britain
took place at Ra! em Bridge, Mas. In February.
1771, General Gage of the British army heard
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within Itself the elements for Its own
destruction. Man himself, of course,
as a part of thn universe, is subject
to all these laws, and therefore, as
might be expected, the elements for
are to be
our own
found In the very Instincts and faculties that raise us superior to the brute
Wrongfully used memory, Imagination
and the allied faculties would, If per
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Fundamental
Principles of
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surely annihilate our
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The history of the past 10.000 years
as Indelibly written In the substance-oBy ALBERT 8. GRAY, M. D
the earth itself proves civilisation
to be an Intermittent and recurrent
i
TaBaasssssHffsssT
phenomena. Nations rise, bloom and
(CopTricht by A. Neelr Hall)
decay because with the accumulation
By A. NEELY HALL.
By DOROTHY PERKINS.
of material wealth the pressure of necessity decreases and the Individual
BIRD SHELTERS AND BATHS.
BOXES AND
HANGING FLOWER
cltlseo, ceasing to strive, relaxes and
(Coerrisbt. 1914. by A. S. Gray)
Figure 1 shown a practical form or
BASKETS.
becomes soft or prematurely senile
(BRAIN
FAG)
bird helter that la easily built. It
The flower-po- t
basket In Pig. 1 Is NEURASTHENIA
oven neurasthenic, If you please.
may be constructed upon the top of a supported In a frame like that showa
ITS CAUSE AND CORRECTION
When weary it is very easy and very
clothespost, or a post may be put up in Fig. 2, made out of lightweight wire.
pleasant to relax and sink Into that
Of all the Ills with which humanity delightfully dreamy state; but here
especially for the purpose.
Stovepipe wire Is a good kind to use,
A cheese-bocover forms the roof as It Is easily bent and breaks with a a afflicted, undoubtedly the most prev- lies the danger, for It is In that state
of this shelter, and you can get one few twists at the point desired, mak- alent, certainly that one most effectu-ill- y one so readily become Introspective
destroying the happiness and the and by imperceptible stages drifts
ing a pair of wire cutters unnecessary.
reneral efficiency of the American peo- uto
and
and self-pitple. Is what has come of be unlversal-and
quickly becomes
known as "The Great American Disease," popularity called brain-faor
A
mind Is like a root- lervous prostration, and more
bound plant: unless the roots are
known as neurasthenia.
shaken out and freed so they may con
Neurasthenia is a condition Induced tinuously reach out Into new soli that
by severe shock or serious Illness; or plant will surely sicken ai d die. Smash
ay the cumulative effects of slight but
the pot and thn roots will shoot out
long continued end persistent Jrrita-'.Io- n Into new toll and the plant will grow
of one particular set of nerves; and thrive. Just so the
it as the result of a general physical mind must break out of Its shell of
ind moral softening from the lack of self and forget itself In working, fight
y
íormal body functioning. All these ing, striving for something worth
,
e
s
t .m 4 ,
teveral causes may bring about a cen-.r- while.
nerve cell exhaustion identical in
esults. Just as too frequent or too
The lowest forms of life merely
m
long holding of the finger on the push sprawl and fwit. A baby sprawls and
jutton will quickly run down and ex- - feeds too; but with the first dawn of
.must the primary battery cells of an intelligence begins a struggle and a
Demand ti geuulna by fall iiaina
Mk
jB
Jm
Wrfrnamea nooarare eobatUnttaa.
electric call bell circuit, so the too fight to a definite end the attainment
'requent or too long continued work of knowledge through exjjerlence a
jW THE COCA-COLng of our nerve cells will produce ex flgTit that never ceases, and that never
COMPANY
laustlon.
fails to react in personal development
ATLANTA, GA.
of these for the asking at your grohw
Whenever
prl
use
care
With
and
reasonable
either, so Iour as that wonderfully effcery.
you see an
.nary battery cells have a long life, be icient driving power, interest, Is maint
.dB
Any thin sticks of a length equal to
thiok
Arrow
asÉsw
recuperate
they
cause
between
us
most
of
with
trouble
The
tained.
cover
the diameter of the cheese-boBBsaPis
I Coca-Col- a.
but if the signals follow too larger children Is that we are not
will do for the shelter perches. There
sloeely or they are operated too con really Interested In anything. We reA Real Need.
are four pairs of these perches, and
Jnuously the battery plates lose this lax and demand to be amused: we CUPID HAD HIT HIM HARD
they should be nailed at their centers
A Frenchman named Delamoy has
polar
power
recuperative
to
and
tend
on
to opposite sides of the post support in First form the wire ring of the proper xe, and even disintegrate; and with sprawl Intellectually and feed
Invented an apparatus whereby yom
Ideas as Surely Day of Romance Is Nat Ended can wind your clock by opening and
the manner shown in the illustration. diameter to catch around the under- the same treatment the very same sensuous excitement; such vague,
Feel
When Lovesick Swain Can
difFigure 2 shows a shelter and bath. side of the top flange of the flower thing happens to our nerve cells for current events Incite are
shutting a door, the winding machine
Like This.
grocery-boAny medium-sizewill do pot, then attach the three wire hang- the same reason. Nerve cells may be fuse, thin and weak they do not grip
doing its work by the action of the
or
rew
,
why
equldls-tantlyus
comparatively
is
That
door.
tor the shelter, and an old tin pan will ers to the ring, spacing them
possible
beyond
of
point
It
come,
man;
let
"Come,
worked
the
old
don't
of
the
senso
true
us
ever
in
the
think
and Join the upper ends In a recuperation; hence, to maintain nor
What is really needed, however, Is
answer the purpose of a receptacle for
term, and that is why like little chil- knock yon out. There are plenty of an Invention that, attached to a door,
bath water. Four or five cross sticks hoek as shown.
physical,
moral
mal
and
In
mental
world.
girls
months
In
other
six
the
dren we must again learn to use our
The basket shown in Fig. 3 Is made
get rid of people inside of the
should be placed within the box for
health our cells must be given ror powers if we would be well.
from now you will have forgotten will
room. No known method has yet been
perches, and be fastened by nails from a wire egg busket. If you haven't mal physiological use with time to
her."
an unused basket In the house, you recuperate between discharges.
this purpose,
"Tes, I suppose it Is as you say; invented to accomplish
The dominating instinct in man is
can get a new one for 10 of 12 cents.
Tet is there anything which would pronow.
six
from
but
it
symptoms
of
isn't
months
of
disease
the
The
why
fear and this is
They come In diflVreat shapes and
efficiency and comfort
Everything I see reminds me of her. mote greater
neurasthenia are multitudinous, and to
Is dangerous. There are many
give more lasting satisfaction?
attempt to enumerate them would take store rooms In the basement of man's When I look at another woman I can't and
Ufe.
us far beyond the scope Of this short consciousness, commonly known as help thinking how much more beautiany
begin
say
of them. When
that
article. Suffice it to
mind, and in these ful she Is than
the
nlng with simple (?) nervous indlges dark and forgotten corners many the wind blowe I am reminded that it HOW TO TREAT PIMPLES AND
tlon, Insomnia, and an occasional touch strange things are stored, only wait- Is probably adding to the color of her
BLACKHEADS
of "the blues," the symptoms range ing for the opportunity when they cheeks. Whenever I pass a corner
through disturbances involving all the may come forth to puzzle and con- where she and I have stood together
For pimples and blackheads the folI have a strange empty feeling as
"
special senses and most of the ab found us.
lowing Is a most effective and ecocom
organs
In
my
gone
something
endless
if
were
almost
dominal
out of
Gently smear the
There is nothing mysterious or ter
nomical treatment:
life.
binatlon and degrees of severity rible about the subconscious phenom
affected parts with Cutl crura Ointnew
abound,
a
"Functional diseases"
''When I look up at the sky, I can- ment, on the end of the finger, but
ena if, with a full knowledge of the
one usually breaking out about as rap- laws of the universe, of which we are not keep from remembering that It do not rub. Wash oft the Cuticura
idly as the old one Is controlled, so a part, we' frankly consider ourselves Is Above her. If I could only forget her Ointment in live minutes with Cutithat the victim endures practically a a link in the chain of life extending foi only a day, for only an hour, I cura Soap and hot water and continue
continuous round of ill health. Pos- from an incomprehensibly remote past think I might learn to hope again; bathing for some minutes. This treatsibly the one general universial symp- to an equally Incomprehensible and re but I can't get her out of my mind. ment Is best on rising and retiring.
tom Is "a tired feeling." The sufferer mote future.
It seems to me that the viole world At other times use Cuticura Soap
wakes In the morning tired and Is apt
We deem It not at all strange, mere Is changed since she told me that I freely for the toilet and bath, to as2
evening,
to remain tired all day until
ly because we happen to be familiar was never to eee her again. I can't sist in preventing inflammation, irri
when the average neurasthenic wakes with the fact, that there are handed understand how anybody manages to tation and cloKKlng of the pores, the
driven through the box sides into their
up and wants to start something.
down to us strong memories out of the keep on being happy. I would give common cause of pimples, blackheads.
ends.
Resides that "tired feeling" so char remote past In the form of striking re- aimosi anyming lo rorget ner." Chi- redness and roughness, yellow, oily,
The water pan is supported in a
acteristic In the neurasthenic the chief semblances to a grandparent, or to cago Record-Heralmothy and other unwholesome condiwooden frame (Fig. 3) hung from the
symptom is worry. A neurasthenic is a
or to one even
tions of the skin.
by
pair
of
a
box
bottom of the shelter
busy most of the time worrying about still more remote. All Inherited traits
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Excelsior.
uprights. The frame should be made
either worrying about are but cell memories', then why
"Ton can never tell these days," re- throughout the world. Sample of each
of the right size so the pan receptacle sizes, but the one here shown is of something:happened,
what is now hap- strange or mysterious that there should marked the man in the armchair, free,with 82-- Skin Book. Address postwhat has
will set down between the strips and
best proportions for a flower. bask- pening, or what is likely to happen
be handed down to us in the same way "where the uplift will bob up next. card "Cuticura, Dept L. Boston." Adv.
the rim will rest upon the strips. The the
some day. It Is a proved and accepted and from the same source out of that Every time there are several conseframe must be long enough, of course, etFigure 4
shows how two or more physiological truth that the adult Is misty past, dim memories, vague and cutive days of rain and gloomy weathHer Explanation.
so the uprights can be fastened to flower-pot- s
may be combined In a more gravely Injured by worry than nebular, but none the less memories,
"Uncle Hank" Barnhart, member of
er I expect to read how a committee
both it and the box, as shown, and in wooden frame for a hanging box, and by fatigue, the effect of worry on the
in the ad
of earnest persons has got together congress from Indiana, tells of a
case the pan to be used does not Fig. 5 shows how the frame strips are brain cells being exactly the same as of a paBt long left behind
of the race?
and organised a Society tor the Pro- young man from out his way who mat
reach from one end strip to the strip nailed together. Cross strips B should that resulting from hard physical la vancing consciousness
In these latent impressions will be motion of Higher Barometric Condi- a young woman he had not seen tor
opposite, as it is shown to do in the il- be of
length of the outside diam- bor.
many years.
found the key to the very pitiful truth tions."
lustration, it will be necessary to fas- eter ofthe
flower-potaccomplishes that the dominant impression in the
Just
measured
physical
labor
the
Hut
"I thought you were dead,' was that
hard
right
ten extra cross strips at the
something presumably worth while, mind of man Is that of fear, and that
young man's greeting.
SHAKE INTO TOÜB SHOES
places to support the rim.
Allan
the AaUaeplle powder tor Tired,
"No," insisted the girl, "but I'm
and there is a certain tonic and rest this is undoubtedly the source of those Tender,
into the
Screw a pair of screw-eyeswollen, nervosa feat. Olrea reel and
ful effect in contemplating the product
married."
causeless terrors of early comfort. lUketduolnaadelliht.
Bold ere rr where,
top of the box as a provision for hangror r&aa earn.
iwaeHtitte.
we i aaaeae any
of labor; but worry produces nothing, childhood coming at a period before
"To whom?"
ing the shelter on a tree, on a post, or
Allan B. Olma led. La lior, M. T, Adv.
"Oh, some Englishman."
can never reach a conclusion because it terror should be known, and In later
on a wall.
Is absolutely Illogical In origin and In years coming to us so furtively in the
Domestic
Mark.
The
way
in
Figure 4 shows a simple
application, and can only serve to de- night and in all weakened conditions
Hmile on wash day. That's whan you use
"A man should be master In his own
which to fasten a pan bath to a tree
Red Cross Bog Blue. Clothes whiter than
stroy the most valuable thing man pos- due to illness, to sudden surprise, or house, Mr. Dolan," said
Rafferty.
Mr.
Adv.
All grooars.
snow.
trunk.
sesses, the very foundation of all to relaxation from any cause, a fear
I
"He should. But Instead of being
shelters in Fig. fi pre
The flower-po- t
thought, the creative concept imposslblo to overcome by any reason- master
wealth
every now and then he finds
Many a man who Imagines himself
sent a novel appearance In a yard
To think is to exercise the faculties ing because it was burned into our himself forced into the position of capable of ruling a nation can't even
in
systems
back
worry
to
nervous
is
harass
to
sympathetic
of judgment;
umpire."
keep his own children out of mischief.
with care and anxiety. No two things the past when devils lurked behind
In
constant
was
man
can occupy the same space at the every leaf and
A fat man reminds one of a bay
A financier may be a
same time, and no man can think or terror of the unknown.
window; a fat woman of a bale of hay. promoter who gets by with It.
do two things at the same time. There
fore we cannot think when we worry
With the dawn of a more Intelligent
and conversely we cannot worry when comprehension of the universe there
we think: either one absolutely de- has como an appreciation t'aat nature's
stroys the other. Hence neurasthenics movements ara so vast and contain so
are only worrying when they think many complex and never to be underthat they ar thinking. That they are stood forces that balance and counteradrift on a mental sea without com balance each other, that one's confipass, chart or rudder Is what die dence In one's self Is always in inverse
tresses and makes them weary, for proportion to one's knowledge of the
when they can think clearly and laws involved. Hence, tho most IntelDried Beeaf.aScexJ wafer thin. Hickory Saaeevad and with
definitely to a conclusion and then ligent physician uses the least medifollow it, they are no longer neuras- cine because he realizes more keenly
a choice flavor that you will remomhas
thenics.
han any one else the complexity of
Vienna Sausage
Juat right for Sed Hots, or to serve
beneath the top flange, and strips A
phenomena with which he has to
the
t
try
yon
suggest
serrad Eke tUsi Cot rye breed In
them
We
should be of the proper length to
conclu
which
to
possess
All that we
that the animals deal and the extent
the cross pleceB. After nailing do not we have developed out of the slons are likely to be vitiated by unsHcee, aproad with creamed butter aad remore la sarta. Cut a Ubby'a
the frame strips together, screw screw- material wealth of the earth by the known factors In the problem. And
Vienna Sausage la half, lengthwise, aad lay
eyes Into the ends of strips A, to power of our thoughts, and without today, throughout the world, the Issue
oa the bread. Place oa the top of the seasage
which to tie the suspending cords.
thought this world would still be a Is being reverently but boldly met.
The hanging box shown In Fig.
a few thla alúa of Ubby'a Midget PleUae.
wilderness and we remain nothing but
The remedy for our ills? To investí
may be made out of any shallow gro- animals. Without thought man is a ate; to think; to become personali
Cover with tho other slice of bread aad
cery box. All that is necessary to weak, helpless and hopeless creature: ties: to lay aside all fads and fancies
presa light ry together. Arrange oa plate aad
prepare it for use U to reinforce the hut by using thought he has seised all prejudice, all superstition and traserve garniaherl with a few pera lay
The simplest method of fastening the nailing of the boards where they dominion over all the earth, except dition, and take such steps for the reshow signs of loosening, and to pro himself, and now boldly reaches out moval of the known cause as are found
flowerpots Is by using sorew-eyes- .
sprays.
Obviously wa to be necessary In the light of the
through the hole vide It with hangers. The best man to conquer the sir.
screwing a screw-ey- e
In the bottom of each pot into the post ner of attaching the hangers Is as should use and, guard the source of truth derived from modern methods
Libbv
Libby, MWflffl
can shown in Fig- 7, which is a view of our greatest power most Jealously. of scientific investigation all the
or other support. The screw-ey- e
while remembering that the only
be turned by hand, and the eye is the box bottom. Strips A are several But do we?
Chicago
Observers of universal phenomena strong Individuals are those who work.
Urge enough to hold the pot in place, Inches longer than the width of the
which Is the advantage of using a bo, and are nailed on crosswise with note the operation of a general law. land that work alone gives courage
screw-ey- e
the bottom boards.
which Is that everything contains and I'alth
Instead of a screw.
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LAIL
Rev. P. Kretzschmar of Optimo
All branches of the dental art
conducted Lutheran services in
carefully practiced. Ur. Locke.
this city Friday evening of last
H! G.

SUPPLY

Franknburger was a Ra"

ton business visitor the tirst

of the

The News is working for you and
the community every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, doMeals at all hours are served at ing
for it '

week.

Weber's Bakery

The first cutting of alfalfa is in
Attorney Klmer E. Studlev of full sway now and the farmers and
Raton was a professional visitor in ranchers report a big hay crop at
Cimarron the first of the week.
this time.

Bakers1 Goods and

Confectioners

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.

Geo. Crocker came down from
H. H. Chandler went to Trinidad, Saturday morning to attend Ute Park, Monday to transact bus- iness and renew old acquaintances.
to business matters a few days.
He reports that stock is doing fine
and that there is abundant feed on
The first cantaloupes of the sea- the range.
son will be received today bv the
Cimarron Meat Market.
W. A. Backenfpo and . J. Dut- ton of the Colorado demurrage
board for the Santa Fe, were com
High grade dentistry is my propany business visitors in the Key
fession. All work guaranteed. Dr.
City the forepart of the week check
Locke.
ing up the station.
Dr. Bass was called to Red Riv
er, Sunday on professional busi
ness. Mrs. Bass and son Hugh
accompanied the doctor as far as
E'town where they visited Mrs
Lowrey until his return.
District Attorney Remley return
ed last week Thursday from Taos,
where he completed the criminal
work for the county. One murder
case was granted a change of ven
ue to Cuitax county and will Ix
tried at the fall term of court.
Prof, and Mrs. Bonney are re
joicing over the arrival of a fine
baby boy who blessed their home
Friday. The little chap will play
the right fieldspext Sunday to help
'

Your

Next Job

defeat the Maxwell team. Mother
and son are doing very nice and
'Pap" has the official smile such
as can onlv be smiled by the lather
of a first born offspring.

Springer Spasms
70,000

ho.ooo

Private Enterprise
There are 60,000 postorlices in the United States operated by the Government.
There are 70,000 cities and towns reached by telephone.
The Government rents or owns the postoffice
and pays the wages of the postal clerks.
The biggest item in the mail service
of private enterprise.

buildings,

owns the mail pouches,

the transportation of the

mails-- is

The Government doesn't own a single postal car, an engine, or a mile
It depends entirely upon private enterprise
that makes its mail service possible.

All Kinds

o(

Farming Implements

Wagons
Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants

in these

lines

stations.

A. W. VASEY

News Estimate On

WE SELL.

Lake Lambert came down from
Heavy rains visited this section
Raton, Tuesday to visit with his Monday, coming at an opportune
friends between trains.
time when the crops were about to
be irrigated.
Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Geo. H. Webster, Jr. went to
Restaurant and Bakery.
the county seat town. Wednesday
to transact business in connection
with the Uracca ranch.
im Curtis went to Raton,
where he has accepted a
in a garage.
Herman Mutz passed through
here Sunday on his way to his
Fred Brooks was a business vis- home in E'town, after attending to
itor in Raton, Wednesday, looking business in Raton a few days.
after his interests at that place.
Stream Inspector Powers and
his
assistant departed Monday aftSwastika coal, the most heat for
having
er
done considerable carvour money, sold by J. W.
penter work at the different guag-in- g

Let The

COMPANY

Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

the railroads

in the hands
of

track.

for the essential thing

The Bell System has 10,000 more offices than there are postoflices.
Every mile of wire, every pole, and every switehboard that helps to furnish the
Universal Service ol tbe Bell System was paid for and is owned by private
enter-piis-

Mr. and Mrs. Neis Kreiberg are
rejoicing over the arrival of a 14
pound boy at their home last week.
Wagon Mound will have no sa
loons within sixty days, the town
having been voted dry by two votes
at th recent election.
An attempt was made last week
to burn the Norton saloon at the
town of French, by parties who
saturated rags with coal oil and set
fire to them. The fite was exting
uished before much damage was
done.
Me 'egildo Zamora, for years a
resident of Springer, died Monday
morning at his home after a linger- iog illness. He leaves a large
family to mourn his loss.
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The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
'The Coriorntion Different"
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Oií JLamp mf iht W o rid j

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, !j
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Ejectric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

a

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

Delivered
In Any

Quantity

IT

Delivered

At Any
Tiíme

FLJLL WEIGHT
Get the kind that

e.

In the mountain region alone, the territory served by your telephone company,
there are 3,1.11 telephone ornees, handling over a million calls every day.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

is live, artificial ice, that

is frozen natural and keeps longer and cool-

last year.

er, than any other kind.

Tbe Hotcbkiss 11 pound shell, a
war relic in tbe possessidn oi F.H.
liow, proved to be harmless when
it was opened by its owner.
The
powder turned to dust by the

Cimarron Meat Market

wheels of tune.

Give it a test

